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INTRODUCTION

With the publication of the Dictionary of Education the science of

education comes of age. While the art of education is of very ancient

lineage, the science of education came into being with the birth of the

twentieth century. During the years that have intervened between
that date and this, thousands of pioneers have freely coined expressions

and given strange new meanings to old words without regard to accepted

usage.

It was in the order of natural events that confusion should follow

in the train of uncontrolled invention. Words came to have whatever

meaning a person wished to give them, and only unusually careful

writers defined their terms. This adolescent freedom of play with

meanings, while an exhilarating experience, has hindered communica-
tion. Conflicts and arguments have been provoked between men who
use the same words, but with different meanings. In fact, the lack of

clear definition of concepts has led to usages so loose that with too great

frequency many writers have not been consistent in their own use of

their own terms.

It was to be expected that scholarly thinkers should be concerned

with this la^k of accuracy. When the science of education was only

20 years old, ''articles began to appear in the literature to call attention

to the confusion. And as normally happens, certain persons made
constructive moves to rectify the condition.

The editor of the Dictionary of Education was the leader who crys-

tallized feeling into action. Nearly 20 years ago he made his first

analyses of usage and wrote his first reports. Ten years ago he helped

enlist the alert sympathy of the then United States Commissioner of

Education, George F. Zook, who aided in the appointment of a joint

committee of the American Educational Research Association and of the

American Council on Education, which worked with meager funds.

Thereafter, with the persistence of the pioneer, the Editor led the move-

ment to secure the support of the educational fraternity for men, Phi

Delta Kappa, which in turn provided sponsorship for the Dictionary

and the modest funds that have been needed to complete the project.

Just as the new Encyclopedia of Educational Research is the monument of

Walter S. Monroe, so the Dictionary of Education is the substantial

contribution of Carter V, Good.

The Dictionary of Education will serve two historical purposes. On
the one hand, it is the first instrument of the profession as a whole
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which is dedicated to exactness of words and the artistry of precision.

For the young scholar who is building his vocabulary the definitions of

authorities will provide a solid base. In the Dictionary he has a source

to consult which will acquaint him with commonly accepted meanings.

For the mature scholar also the definitions will be useful as he sets his

own meanings against the background of meanings of others which
have been assembled in terse and convenient form.

On the other hand, this first edition provides a solid base on which
to build a more perfect instrument. Those who have closely followed

the task of assembling the vocabulary and of securing the cooperation of

scholars to define the terms realize the enormous amount of detailed

work that has been devoted to the project for the last decade. Such
observers are less concerned about the criticisms of users that must
inevitably appear. They see rather that only by the publication of this

first substantial solution to the problem of definition can better dic-

tionaries be made by later lexicographers.

W. W. Chartebs.



Origin of the Dictionary Project.—Phi Delta Kappa voted at the

Cincinnati meeting of the National Council (December, 1937) to sponsor

preparation of a comprehensive educational dictionary and 2 years later

at the Chicago meeting of the National Council made substantial plans

for support of the project. This action had been preceded by a period

of preliminary work to which a number of persons and organizations

contributed. A committee under the chairmanship of President D. A.

Robertson of Goucher College, with the support and sponsorship of the

American Council on Education, acting jointly with a committee of the

American Educational Research Association (of which the editor was

chairman), had contributed generously to the formulation of an initial

working plan. The original suggestion that committees of the American

Council on Education and .of the American Educational Research

Association study the problem of educational terminology came from

George F. Zook early in 1934, when he was United States Commissioner

of Education, and his interest in the project continued after he became

president of the American Council on Education.

Purpose and Scope.—The primary purpose of this volume is to make
available a comprehensive dictionary of professional terms in education

that will do for educational workers and teachers what already has been

accomplished by technical dictionaries for practitioners in such special

fields as medicine, law, engineering, and psychology. In clarification of

the concepts and terminology employed in educational writing, speak-

ing, and teaching, it is important to remember the Statement attributed

to Mark Twain: “The difference between the right word and the nearly

right word is the difference between lightning and the lightning bug.”

The Dictionary is concerned with technical and professional terms

and concepts in the entire area of education. As a general policy, it has

excluded names of persons, institutions, school systems, organizations,

places, and titles of publications and journals, except where a movement,

method, or plan is represented.

Only those foreign educational terms most frequently employed in

the study of comparative education (particularly the schools of Canada,

England, France, Germany, and Italy) are defined. An attempt has

been made to select from such related fields as psychology, sociology,

and philosophy those terms with significant educational connotations.

Another problem of delimitation has been encountered in choosing

technical terms for definition, especially in school-subject fields, so as to
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include only words with definite educational and professional connota-

tions. Obviously, such purely content or subject-matter terms as

test tube in science, triangle in mathematics, and voting in civics are not

included. Carpetbagger has meaning in history but no special pro-

fessional significance for the field of education; on the other hand,

counterchrmological order has a place in the educational vocabulary of

the social-studies field. Holstein is an important term in agriculture

but probably has no place in a dictionary of education, while Smith-

Hughes Act does have special professional significance in the field of

education.

The Master List of Terms.—The first step was the preparation of a

master list of some 19,000 terms, based largely on examination of the

indexes of a wide range of books in education. The major part of this

work of compilation was done at Wayne University under the direction

of W. Ray Smittle. This word list was placed in the hands of the

various specialists responsible for formulating definitions. The master
list was intended only as a starting point in the selection of terms for

definition and was suggestive rather than definitive.

The Coordinators.—After compiling the word list, the next step was
the selection of more than one hundred specialists to servo as coordina-

tors. Recognized experts in the various areas of education wore invited

to assume responsibility for selecting terms and formulating definitions

in their respective fields of specialization. The fields and authors repre-

sented in the Encyclopedia of Educational Research (Macmillan, 194]

)

proved very helpful in this phase of the project.

In most instances, the coordinators chose to enlist the assistance of
a number of their associates and of their graduate students. This
procedure resulted in the cooperation of several thousand persons.
Some coordinators formed committees numbering only a few collabora-
tors, while other specialists cooperated with as many as forty or fifty

persons.

Preparation and Refinement of Specialised Word Lists.—Through
use of the master list and by examining indexes of selected textbooks,
articles in professional journals, glossaries, and special dictionaries,
each coordinator compiled a list of terms limited as closely as possible
to his immediate field of specialization. Copies of those word lists,

when forwarded to the Cincinnati editorial office, were examined with
a view tQ discovering and eliminating unnecessary duplications, deleting
nonprofessional terms, and adding appropriate words,

In refining the word list for a particular subdivision of education,
the editorial office, the coordinator, and his associates employed the
following criteria:

1;
Is t}le term a professional one, applicable to the field of education, or

a strictly subject-matter term, such as triangle or circle in mathematics?



2. Is the term given, a special meaning or shade of meaning in

education?

3. Has the term a direct application to the area in question?

4. Is the term more frequently used in the particular area than in

other fields of education?

5. If the term is used in related fields, is it given a special meaning

or shade of meaning in the area in question?

6. Can the term be treated adequately in a 50-word definition?

Space limitations and the function of a dictionary required that encyclo-

pedic terms or phrases be omitted, for example, conflicting psychologies

of learning or the relation between high-school marks and performance in

college. Other items of an encyclopedic nature that were omitted

included persons, institutions, school systems, places, educational

organizations, fraternities, foundations, national committees, publica-

tions, journals, and standard tests. Such terms were defined only

where an educational movement, method, or plan was represented, for

example, the Morrison unit organization, Montessori method, Gary plan,

and Winnetka plan. Space limitations made it necessary to dispense

with quotations that migh^ otherwise have presented in context the

particular term defined.

As another step in identification of the professional vocabulary of

the various areas in education, the content of the Encyclopedia of

Educational Research was analyzed. In alternate columns of the

Encyclopedia the professional terms were underlined preliminary to

compilation into an alphabetical check list, for comparison with the

definitions already in the files. Some 2,000 new words for definition

resulted from this comparison. A loss extensive word analysis, based

on the topical headings of the Encyclopedia of Modern Education

(Philosophical Library, 1943), resulted in a relatively small number of

additional terms for definition.

Review and Collation.—Approximately 20,000 definitions were

written by more than 100 coordinators or specialists and their numerous

assistants and edited by the staff of tho Dictionary office. In turn,

some 100 reviewing committees, for the most part representing national

professional organizations, evaluated the definitions in particular areas.

Finally the editorial office sought to collate all criticisms received for a

particular definition, always referring the final version to the original

author for approval. In many instances, several definitions for a

particular term have been listed seriatim to represent special usage in

different subdivisions of education, which has reduced the total number

of terms in the alphabetical listing to approximately 16,000. In these

several stages of refinement, several thousand workers in all have given

assistance.
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Spelling and Pronunciation.—In matters of spelling, Webster's New
International Dictionary has been followed. Pronunciation is given

for common terms in education frequently mispronounced, for certain

words derived from Latin or Greek roots, for foreign-language terms,

and for many medical and psychological expressions related to education.

Order of Listing Terms.—With the exception of educational terms

in a foreign language, which are grouped by country at the end of the

volume, the definitions are arranged alphabetically. As a rule, the

compound terms are listed in inverse order, to. stress the key word or

noun form, for example, superintendent, school, or high school, vocational.

For these compound terms a full system of cross reference has been

provided.

Acknowledgments.—Like any large cooperative project, the Dic-

tionary is the work of many persons and but for their help could nob

have been completed. Except for the assistance provided the Editor
in the central office, all services have been contributed, a contribution

estimated by experienced editors at some $200,000.

Phi Delta Kappa not only has provided for the financial support of

the editorial office at Cincinnati over the entire period of 7 years (a total

subsidy of approximately $13,000, including an advance of $1,000 on
royalties) but has given generously of time and service through its

officers, chapters, and individual members. Therefore, all royalties

are payable to Phi Delta Kappa.

The advisory committee for the Dictionary has done its substantial

part, in spite of pressure of wartime conditions and limitations on travel

and funds for conferences.

The burden of selecting terms and of preparing and evaluating
definitions has fallen to the coordinators and their associates. Con-
structive criticism of definitions has come from the reviewing com-
mittees and from the professional organizations represented.

The University of Cincinnati has been generous in arranging the
Editor’s campus schedule and in providing facilities and space for the
editorial office.

Certain authors and publishers have generously permitted use of
their dictionaries for puiposes of adaptation or comparison and chocking
of definitions in selected areas, especially the following:

Child Development

Howard C Warren, Dictionary of Psychology, Boston: Houghton Mifflin Com-
pany, 1934. Pp. x + 372.

Finance

Financial Reportsfor Colleges and Universities. National Committee on Standard

Pr<Ss 194^ Pp'
1^^tl0

^
S

285
^I^er Education. Chicago: University of Chicago

.
Mvpiciprt Accounting Terminology. National Committee on Municipal Account-

ing, No. Nil. Chicago: The Committee, 1941 (revised). Pp. 34.



Libraries and Library Education

A.L.A. Catalog Rules. Catalog Code Revision Committee of the American
Library Association. Chicago: American Library Association, 1941. Pp. xxm'j

+ 408

Measurement

Earl Bennett South, Dictionary of Terms Used in Measurements and Guidance.
New York: Psychological Corporation, 1938 Pp iv + 88.

Mental Hygiene and the Emotions

R H. Hutchings, Psychiatric Word Book Utica, New York: State Hospitals
Press, 1939. Pp 226.

Statistics

Albert K. Kurtz and Harold A. Edgerton, Statistical Dictionary. New York-
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1939. Pp. xiii + 191.

Carter V. Good
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6 National Council of Teacheis of Mathematics.
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2 National Association of Teachers of Educational Measurements,
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4 N.E.A. Department of Business Education,
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1 American Association for Applied Psychology,
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1 National Association of Teachers of Educational Measurements.
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Jessie A. Tritt 1 Los Angeles, California, Public Schools
William E. Ayling, 2 Syracuse, New York, Public Schools
Helen A. Cary, 2 Bureau of Health, Portland, Oregon
Earl E. Kleinschmidt, 1 American Red Cross
Arthur R. Turner, 2 University of Chicago
Charles C. Wilson, 2 Columbia University
J. E. Wallace Wallin, State Department of Public Instruction,

Wilmington, Delaware

Deaf and Hard of Hearing

Coordinators: Betty C. Wright, American Society for the Hard of Hearing
Josephine B. Timberlake, Volta Bureau

Reviewers: Warren H Gardner,1 State Department of Health, San Francisco,
California

Arthur Gould, 1 Board of Education, Los Angeles, California
Jessie A. Tritt, 1 Los Angeles, California, Public Schools
Betty C. Wright, 1 American Society for the Hard of Hearing
William E. Ayling, 2 Syracuse, New Yoik, Public Schools
Helen A, Cary, 2 Bureau of Health, Portland, Oregon
Earl E. Kleinschmidt, 2 American Red Cross
Arthur R. Turner, 2 University of Chicago
Charles C. Wilson,2 Columbia University
Harvey Fletcher. Bell Telephone Laboratories
Irving S. Fusfela, Gallaudet College
Elbert A. Gruver, American Association to Promote the Teaching of

Speech to the Deaf
A. C. Manning, Western Pennsylvama School for the Deaf
Elwood A, Stevenson, California School for the Deaf
J. E. Wallace Wallin, State Department of Public Instruction

Wilmington, Delaware

Gifted, Talented, and Precocious

Coordinator: John Edward Bentley, American University

Revieweis: Cora Lee Danielson,1 Board of Education, Los Angeles, California

Arthur Gould, 1 Board of Education, Los Angeles, California
Dorothy E. Norris,1 Board of Education, Cleveland, Ohio
Jessie A. Tritt, 1 Los Angeles, California, Public Schools

Malnourished, Anemic, and Tuberculous

Coordinator: May E. Bryne, Board of Education, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Associates : Arthur E. Karlstrom, Minneapolis, Minnesota
J. A Meyers, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Louis Strachan, National Tuberculosis Association

Reviewers: Aithui Gould, 1 Board of Education, Los Angeles, California
Louise Strachan, 1 National Tuberculosis Association
Jessie A. Tritt, 1 Los Angeles, California, Public Schools
William E. Ayling, 2 Syracuse, New York, Public Schools
Helen A. Cary, 2 Bureau of Health, Portland, Oregon
Earl E. Kleinschmidt, 2 American Red Cross
Arthur R. Turner, 2 University of Chicago
Charles C. Wilson, 2 Columbia University

1 International Council for Exceptional Children.
2 American School Health Association.



coordinators, associates, and reviewers

Mentally Defective

Coordinator: Samuel A. Kirk, State Teachers College, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Associates:

Heviewers:

MetaL. Anderson (deceased), Newark, Now Jersey, Public Schools.

Thorhef G. Hegge, Wayne County Training School, NortliviUo,

Michigan

Meta L. Anderson (deceased), 1 Newark, New Jersey, Public Schools

Arthur Gould,1 Board of Education, Los Angeles, California

Irene S. Seipt, 1 Woods Schools, Langhoine, Pennsylvania

Jessie A. Tritt, 1 Los Angeles, California, Public Schools

J. E. Wallace Wallin, State Department of Public Instruction,

Wilmington, Delaware

Organization and Administration

Coordinator: Francis N. Maxfield, Ohio Stato University

Reviewers: Arthur Gould 1 Board of Education, Los Angeles, California

John J. Lee, 1 Wayne University
Jessie A. Tritt,1 Los Angelos, California, Public Schools

J. E. Wallace Wallin, State Department of Public Instruction,

Wilmington, Delaware

Orthopedic

Coordinator:

Reviewers:

Terry C. Foster, Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, Fedoial Security
Agency

Frank V. Powell, 1 State Department of Public Instruction, Wisconsin
H. G. Rowell, 1 Columbia University
William E Ayling, 2 Syracuse, New York, Public Schools
Helen A. Cary, 1 Bureau of Health, Portland, Oregon
Earl E. Kleinschimdt, 2 American Red Cross
Arthur R Turner, 1 University of Chicago
Charles C, Wilson, 2 Columbia University

Partially Seeing

Coordinator: Winifred Hathaway, National Society for the Prevention of Blindness

Associate: C. Edith Kerby, National Society for the Prevention of Blindness

Reviewers: Frances Blend,1 Board of Education, Los Angeles, California
R. S. French, 1 State School for the Blind, Berkeley, California
Arthur Gould, 1 Board of Education, Los Angeles, California
Jessie A. Tritt, 1 Los Angeles, California. Public Schools
William E. Ayling, 2 Syracuse, New York, Public Schools
Helen A. Cary, 2 Buroau of Health, Portland, Oregon
Earl E. Klemschmidt, 2 American Red Cross
Arthur R. Turner, 2 University of Chicago
Charles C. Wilson, 2 Columbia University

Socially or Behavioristically Handicapped

Coordinator: Harry J. Baker, Dotroit, Michigan, Public Schools

Reviewers: Cora Lee Danielson, 1 Board of Education. Los Arigolns, California
Arthur Gould, 1 Board of Education, Los Angelos, California
Mary Frances Martin, 1 Los Angeles, California, Public Schools
William J. Page, 1 Board of Education, Chicago, Illinois

Edward II Stullken, 1 Board of Education, Chicago, Illinois
Jessie A. Tritt, 1 Los Angeles, California, Public Schools

Speech Defective

Coordinator: Wendell Johnson, Stato University of Iowa
Associates : Spencer F. Brown, University of Minnesota

John W. Chotlos, Federal Reformatory, Ohillicotho, Ohio
Reviewers; Alice Carrie Chapin, 1 Board of Education, Los Angeles, California

Arthur Gould,1 Board of Education, Los Angelos, California
Jessie A. Tritt,1 Los Angolcs, California, Public Schools

1 International Council for Exceptional Children.
2 American School Health Association.



COORDINATORS, ASSOCIATES, AND REVIEWERS

Terminology

Word List: C. M. Elliott (deceased), Ypsilanti, Michigan

Elementary Education: Organization and Administration

Coordinator: Charles M Reinoehl, University of Arkansas

Associates: D. Richard Bowles, Austin, Texas, Public Schools
Frederick G Neel, Bloomington, Indiana, Public Schools
Henry J Otto, University of Texas

Reviewers: Arnold Gregory, 1 Lincoln Park, Michigan, Public Schools
Marjorie Walters, 1 Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Public Schools
Irvin A. Wilson, 1 Chicago, Illinois, Public Schools
Philip A. Cowen, State Education Department, Albany, New York
William C. Reavis, University of Chicago

Ethics of the Teaching Profession, and Teachers’ Associations

Coordinator: T. D. Martin, National Education Association

Reviewers. M. J. Nelson, 1 Iowa State Teachers College
Dennis Cooke, George Peabody College for Teachers

Evaluation

Coordinator: Alvin C. Eurich, Stanford University

Associate: Lucien B. Kinney, Stanford University

Reviewers: E. J Asher. University of Kentucky
Harry A. Greene, State University of Iowa
C. C. Ross, University of Kentucky
J. Wayne Wrightstone, Board of Education, New York, New York

Extracurricular Activities

Coordinators : Stephen G. Rich, Verona, New Jersey
Paul W. Terry, University of Alabama

Associates: John P. Lozo, Wildwood, New Jersey, Public Schools
Gladstone Yeuell, University of Alabama

Reviewer: Ira M. Gast, Vernon, New Jersey

Factor Theory and Factor Analysis

Coordinator: L. L. Thurstone, University of Chicago

Associates: T. Gaylord Andrews, University of Chicago
Robert G. Bernreuter, Pennsylvania State College
Virginia Brown, University of Chicago
Leayard R. Tucker, University of Chicago
Helen M. Walker, Columbia University
Robert J. Wherry, Umversity of North Carolina

Reviewers: H. A. Edgerton, Ohio State University
Karl J. Holzinger, University of Chicago
C. C. Peters, Pennsylvania State College

Federal Relations to Education

Coordinator: Lloyd E, Blauch, U.S. Office of Education

Reviewers: Cyril F. Klinefelter, U S. Office of Education
John Dale Russell, University of Chicago

Finance

:

Coordinator: Arnold E. Joyal, University of Maryland
Associate: John U. Micliaelis, Fresno State College, Fresno, California

Reviewers: W. T Middiebiook, 8 University of Minnesota
Lloyd Morey, 3 Umversity of Illinois

John Dale Russell, 3 Univeisity of Chicago
Harry L. Wells, 3 Northwestern Umversity

1 N.E.A. Department of Elementary School Principals
1 Teachers College Personnel Association
3 Central Association of University and College Business Officers.



COORDINATORS, ASSOCIATES, AND REVIEWERS

Edwin F. Nelson, 1 Board of Education, Hartford, Connecticut

Robert W. Shafer, 1 Board of Education, Cincinnati, Ohio

J. Franklin Stefcler, 1 Battle Creek, Michigan, Public Schools

Omer L, Loop, State Teachers College, Superior, Wisconsin

Fraternities and Sororities

Coordinator: Paul M Cook, Executive Secretary, Phi L)elta Kappa

Reviewer: Robert Bishop, University of Cincinnati

General Language, Modern Foreign Languages, and Bilingualism

Coordinator: Walter V. Kaulfers, Stanford University

Associates: Charles H. Handschm, Miami University

Joseph Stanley, Antioch, California, Public Schools

Reviewers: Russell P. Jameson* Oberlin College

F. H. Remsch, 2 University oi California

E. H. Zeydel,’ University of Cincinnati

Gestalt Psychology, Motivation, and Special Abilities

Coordinator: J. V. Breitwicser, University of North Dakota

Reviewers. T. R. McConnell, University of Minnesota
Willard C. Olson, University of Michigan
Miles A Tinker, University of Minnesota
Raymond H. Wheeler, University of Kansas

Guidance

Coordinator: John E. Corbally, University of Washington

Associates: Wayne W. McNalley, Providence, Rhode Island, Public Schools
E. B. Stevens, University of Washington

Reviewers: Helen Ederle, 3 State Teachers College, Terre Haute, Indiana
C. 0. Williams, 3 Pennsylvania State Colleges

John M. Brewer, 4 Harvard University
Florence E Clark, 4 Chicago, Illinois, Public Schools
Cleo Murtland, 4 University of Michigan

Handwriting

Coordinator: Paul V. West, New York University

Reviewer: Frank N. Freeman, University of California at Berkeley

Higher Education

Coordinator: Lloyd E. Blauch, U.S. Office of Education
Reviewer: John Dale Russell, University of Chicago

Higher Mental Processes

Coordinator: Noel Keys, University of California at Berkeley
William Reitz, Wayne University

Associate: Margaret Stewart, Detroit, Michigan, Public Schools

Reviewers : Warner Brown, University of California at Berkeley
Frank N. Freeman, University of California at Berkeley
Noel Keys, University of California at Berkeley
T R McConnell, University of Minnesota

History of Education

Coordinator: John A. Nietz, University of Pittsburgh
Associates: Ralph B. Beard, State Teachers College, Indiana, Pennsylvania

Alexander C. Beaumariage, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, Public
Schools

Naomi E. Biroh, Glassport, Pennsylvania, Public Schools
. Claude Eggertsen, University of Michigan
Laura B. Hess, Clairton, Pennsylvania, Public Schools

1 Association of School Business Officials.
1 National Federation of Modern Language Teachers.
* N.E.A. Department of Vocational Education.
4 National Vocational Guidance Association.



COORDINATORS, ASSOCIATES, AND REVIEWERS

Reviewers: Charles F. Arrowood, University of Texas
Newton Edwards, University of Chicago
Stuart G. Noble, Tulane University

Home Economics Education

Coordinator: Regma J. Friant, Iowa State College

Associates: Zelpha Bates, New York University
Clara M. Brown, Univeisity of Minnesota
Hester Chadderdon, Iowa State College
Johmc Christian, Texas State College for Women
Hairiet Goldstein, University of Minnesota
Mary S. Lyle, Iowa State College
Bernice Mallory, U.S. Office of Education
Rebecca Pate, Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Mattie Pattison, Iowa State College
Margaret Reid, Iowa State College
Marcia E. Turner, Iowa State College
Letitia Walsh, Stout Institute. Wisconsin
Maud Williamson, Colorado State College

Reviewers: Carlotta Greer, 1 Board of Education, Cleveland, Ohio
Mrs, Turner E. Smith, 1 Atlanta, Georgia
Freda G. Winning, 1 Now York, New York, Pubhc Schools
Beulah Coon, 2 US. Office of Education
Edna VanHorn, 2 American Home Economics Association
Rua VanHorn, 2 U S. Office of Education
Angelyn Warnick, 2 U S. Office of Education

Index Numbers, Composites, Weighting, Coding, and Tabulating

Coordinator: Douglas E. Scates, Duke University

Reviewers: Dorothy C. Adkins, Social Security Board, Washington, D.C.
Walter S Monroe, University of Illinois

Charles W. Odell, University of Illinois

Individual Differences

Coordinator: Frank S. Freeman, Cornell University

Associate: Richard E Worthington, Cornell University

Reviewers: Charles Scott Berry, Ohio State University
Aubrey A. Douglass, Department of Education, Sacramento,

California
Christine P. Ingram, Board of Education, Rochester, New York
C. M. Louttit, Indiana University
Mandel Sherman, University of Chicago
Stuart M. Stoke, Mount Holyoke College

Industrial Arts Education

Coordinator: William D. Stoner, Miami University

Associates Dewey F Barich, Kent State University, Kent, Ohio
and Arthur W. Bauer, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio
Reviewers: William T. Bawden, State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kansas

Elmer W. Christy, Board of Education, Cincinnati, Ohio
Daniel J. Crowley, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green,

Ohio
Maurice F. Foss, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio
Albert A. Grinnell, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio
Otto A. Hankammer, State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kansas
R. Lee Hornbake, Curtis-Wnght Field, Columbus, Ohio
DeWitt Hunt, Agricultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater,

Oklahoma
Frank C, Moore, Board of Education, Cleveland, Ohio
Burl N Osburn, State Teachers College, Millersville, Pennsylvania
Theodore Paige, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio
E. C Powell, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio

1 N.E.A. Department of Home Economics.



COORDINATORS, ASSOCIATES, AND REVIEWERS

William E. Warner, Ohio State University, Columbus
Fred C. Whitcomb, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio
John A. Whitesel, Miami University, Oxfoid, Ohio
Gordon O. Wilber, State Normal School, Oswego, New York
William A. Yaekle, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio

Intelligence Tests i

Coordinators: Harold D. Carter, University of California at Berkeley
Frank N. Freeman, University of California at Berkeley

Reviewers: Warren W. Coxe1
,
Department of Education, Albany, New York

George A. Kelly, 1 Fort Hays State College, Kansas
Bertha M. Luckey, 1 Board of Education, Cleveland, Ohio
Dorothea McCarthy,1 Fordham University

Jewish Education

Coordinator: Israel S. Chipkin, American Association for Jewish Education

Associates Ben M. Edidm, 2 Jewish Education Committee of New York
and Emanuel Gamoran, 2 Department of Synagogue and School Extension,
Reviewers: Cincinnati, Ohio

Jacob S. Golub, 2 Jewish Education Committee of New York
Samuel Grand, 2 American Association for Jewish Education
Simon Greenberg,2 Jewish Theological Seminary of America
Leo L. Honor. 2 Board of Jewish Education, Chicago, Illinois

Louis L. Kaplan,2 Board of Jewish Education, Baltimore, Maryland
Leibush Lehrer, 2 Jewish Teachers Seminary, New York, New York
Ben Rosen, 2 American Association for Jewish Education
Mordecai Soltes, 2 Yeshiva College, New York, New York

Junior Colleges

Coordinator : Walter C. Eells, Executive Secretary, American Association of Junior
Colleges

Reviewers: Executive Committee of the American Association of Junior Colleges

Kindergarten-Primary Education

Coordinator: Katherine L. McLaughlin, University of California at Los Angeles
Associates: Helen Christianson, University Elementary School, University of

California at Los Angeles
Thelma B. Pierce, University of California at Los Angeles

Reviewers: Julia S. Bothwell, 2 Cincinnati, Ohio, Public Schools
Constance D. Grant, 3 Lotspeich School, Cincinnati, Ohio
Ruth A. Hargitt, 3 Cincinnati, Ohio, Public Schools
Ruth B. Thornburgh, 3 Cincinnati, Ohio, Public Schools
Rowena H. Winn, 3 Buffalo, New York, Public Schools
Frederica B. Jones,* N.E.A. Department of Kindergarten-Primary
Education

Mildred B. Moss,* Metuchen, New Jersey, Public Schools
Florence E. Ware,* Los Angeles, California, Public Schools

Legal Aspects of Education

Coordinator: M. M. Chambers, United States Army
Reviewers: Newton Edwards, University of Chicago

Edgar Fuller, Harvard University
J. Frederick Weltzin, University of Idaho

Libraries and Library Education

Subcommittee on Library Terminology of tho American Library Asso-
ciation Editorial Committee, Susan Grey Akers, Chairman

1 American Association for Applied Psychology.
2 National Council for Jewish Education.
3 Association for Childhood Education.
* N.E.A, Department of Kindergarten-Primary Education,



COORDINATORS, ASSOCIATES, AND REVIEWERS

Literature and Language Arts

Coordinators: Max J. Herzberg, Newark, New Jersey, Public Schools
Paul McKee, Colorado State College of Education

Associates: Gwendolyn Beck, Longmont, Colorado
Helen Bradbury, Seattle, Washington, Public Schools
Lawrence Conrad, Montclair State Teachers College, New Jersey
Grace Godfrey, Montclair, New Jersey, Public Schools
Lennox Grey, Columbia University
Lucile Harrison, Colorado State College of Education
Irving Lorge, Columbia University
Annie McCowen, Colorado State College of Education

Reviewers: Allan Abbott, 1 Columbia University
Max J. Herzberg, 1 Newark, New Jersey, Public Schools
James F. Hosio, 1 Columbia University
Thomas C. Pollock, 1 New York University
Howard Dare White, 1 State Department of Public Instruction,

Trenton, New Jersey

Mathematics

Coordinator: P, Lynwood Wren, George Peabody College for Teachers

Reviewers: E. R. Breslich,2 University of Chicago
J. 0. Hassler,* University of Oklahoma
Virgil S. Mallory, 2 State Teachers College, Montclair, Now Jersey
Vera Sanford, 2 State Normal School, Onconta, New York
Raleigh Schorhng, 2 University of Michigan
Rolland R. Smith,2 Springfield, Massachusetts, Public Schools

Measurement of Aptitudes and Physical Traits

Coordinator: Earl B. South (deceased), New York State College for Teachers

Associate: John Cndland (student), New York State College for Teachers

Reviewers: J. R. Gerberich, University of Connecticut
• E. F. Lindquist, University of Iowa

Ben D. Wood, Columbia University

Menial Hygiene and the Emotions

Coordinator: R, H. Hutchings, Utica, New York
Associate: George Monroe White, Utica, New York
Reviewers: Douglas G, Campbell, University of California Medical School

H. E. Chamberlain, Department of Social Welfare, Saeramcnto,
California

Mandel Sherman, University of Chicago
George S. Stevenson, National Committee for Mental Hygiene

Methods of Teaching
,
Diagnosis, and Remedial Instruction

Coordinator : Ullm W. Leave!!, George Peabody College for Teachers

Associates. Jack Allen, Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College
Louis E. Armstrong, George Peabody College for Teachers
Ottis McMahon, American Optical Company

Reviewers: Wilma Garnett, 3 Kent State University, Kent, Ohio
Marion Jordan, 3 Cicero, Illinois, Public Schools
Gilbert, S. Willey, 3 Denver, Colorado, Public Schools
Guy M. Wilson, Boston University

MHilary Education

Coordinator: Ailyn Marks, University of Illinois

Reviewers: W A. Ellis, Virginia Military Institute

G. G. Heiner, Jr., Virginia Military Institute

C. E. Kilb'ournc, Virginia Military Institute

1 National Council of Teachers of English.
3 National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
3 N.E.A. Department of Supervisors and Directors of Instruction,



COORDINATORS, ASSOCIATES, AND REVIEWERS

Music Education

Coordinator: Gordon Hendrickson, University of Cincinnati

Associates: Thomas Annett, State Teachers College, La Crosse, Wisconsin
Frank C. Biddle, Board of Education, Cincinnati, Ohio
Anncll Davenport, Lebanon, Ohio, Public Schools

Lona Black, Cincinnati, Ohio, Public Schools

Ambrose Elliott, Jr
,
Lockland, Ohio, Public Schools

Charles L. Gary, United States Army
Ralph E. Hartzell, Northwest Missouri State Teachers College
John Lewis, Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, Texas
John W, Molnar, Cincinnati, Ohio, Public Schools
Charles F. Stokes, New York State College for Teachers, Albany,
New York

Corwin H. Taylor. United States Coast Guard
Elizabeth M. Taylor, College of Music of Cincinnati
Mildred Wadsworth, Dayton, Ohio, Public Schools
Sarah Y. Chne, Cincinnati Conservatory of Music

Reviewer: Russell V. Morgan, Western Reserve University

Nature and Nurture

Coordinators: Walter R. MacLaren, University of Southern California Medical
School, Los Angeles

Gladys C. Schwesmgcr, American Museum of Natural History

Reviewers: H. S. Conrad, University of California at Berkeley
F. N. Freeman, University of California at Berkeley

Personality Development and Measurement

Coordinator: Joseph Zubin, Psychiatric Institute and Hospital, Now York, Now
York

Associate: Arthur L. Benton, College of the City of Now York

Reviewers: Vernon Jones, Clark University
Harry N. Rivlin, Queen’s College, Flushing, Long Island
Saul Rosenzweig, Western Slate Psychiatric Hospital, Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania
Philip J. Rulon, Harvard University

Philosophy of Education

Coordinator: Velorus Martz, Indiana University

Associates: E. T. Adams, Colgate University
W. D. Armentrout, Colorado Stato College of Education
Charles F. Arrowood. University of Texas
Lloyd D. Bernard, Chico State College, Chico, California
Earl C. Bowman. De Pauw University
Theodore Brameld, University of Minnesota
H. A. Brautigam, Colgate University
John S. Brubacher, Yale University
William Bruce, Oneonla Normal School, Oneonta, New York
S. A. Courtis, University of Michigan
Lawrence T. Crawford, Chico State College, Chico, California
Isaac Doughlon, State Teachers College, Mansfield, Pennsylvania
John Doyle, Marion College, Indianapolis, Indiana
W. F. Dyde, University of Colorado
J. W. Heckert, Miami University
Herman H. Home, New York University
Cornelius Jaarsma, State Teachers College, Slippery Rock, Penn-

sylvania
Charles L. Jacobs, Santa Barbara Stato College, Santa Barbara,

California

W. H. Jellema, Indiana University
Thomas J. Kilfoil, Newman Club, Indiana University
C. L. Kjerstad, University of North Dakota
A. R. Lang, Fresno State College, Fresno, California
Rupert C. Lodge, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada
J, A. Lynch, Rice Institute, Houston, Texas



COORDINATORS, ASSOCIATES, AND REVIEWERS

A. Gordon Melvin, College of the City of New York
Ruth Meyer, Columbia University
Earnest C Moore, Los Angeles, California
Martin M. Perley, Hillel Foundation, Indiana University
D. S. Robinson, Butler University
Lestor B. Rogers, University of Southern California
J. H. Russell, Miami Umversity
W J. Sanders, De Paul Umversity
G. E. Sclilessei, Colgate University
A. A. Schoolcraft, West Virginia Wesleyan College
Henry E. Stevens, University of Oregon
Spencer Stoker, Texas Slate College for Women
George D. Strayer, Jr., Indiana University
E. V. Tenney, Fresno State College, Fresno, California
Frank W Thomas, Fresno State College, Fresno, California
Laurance G. Thomas, Stanford Umversity
H. F. Vallance, Miami University
Charles F. S Virtue, University of Louisville

O. H. Werner, University of Nebraska

Reviewers: Charles F. Arrowood, University of Texas
John S. Brubacher, Yale University
Herman H. Home, New York University
Cornelius Jaarsma, State Teachers College, Slippery Rock, Penn-

sylvania

Physical Education, Health Education, and Recreation

Coordinator: David K. Brace, University of Texas

Reviewers: William E Ayling, 3 Syracuse, New York, Public Schools
Helen A. Cary, 1 Bureau of Health, Portland, Oregon
Earl E. Klemschmidt, 1 American Red Cross
Arthur R. Turner, 1 University of Chicago
Charles C. Wilson,1 Columbia University
Floyd R. Eastwood, 2 Purdue University
Dorothy LaSalle, 2 U.S Office of Education
William F. Meredith,2 University of Pennsylvania
Jackson R. Sharman, 2 University of Alabama
Helen N. Smith, 2 University of Cincinnati
Louise Strachan, 2 National Tuberculosis Association
Jesse Feiring Williams, 2 Umversity of North Carolina

Physical Plant, Buildings, and Equipment

Coordinator: Charles Everand Reeves, Griffenhagen and Associates, Chicago

Reviewers: HuBert C. Eicher, 3 State Department of Public Instruction, Harris-
burg, Pennsylvania

Harry S. Ganders, Syracuse University
John W. Lewis, Baltimore, Maryland, Public Schools

Population Growth, Total and School

Coordinator: Harold B. Chapman, Department of Education, Baltimore, Maryland

Associate: W. Thurber Fales, Department of Health, Baltimore, Maryland

Reviewers: Arch O. Heck, Ohio State University
Arthur B. Mochlman, University of Michigan

Preschool Children and Preschool Education

Coordinator: Kai Jensen, University of Wisconsin

Reviewers: Julia S. Bothwell, 4 Cincinnati, Ohio, Public Schools
Constance D. Grant. 4 Lotspeich School, Cincinnati, Ohio
Ruth A. Hargitt,4 Cincinnati, Ohio, Public Schools

Ruth B. Thornburgh, 4 Cincinnati, Ohio, Public Schools

Rowena H. Winn,4 Buffalo, New York, Public Schools

1 American School Health Association.
2 N.E.A, American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
3 National Advisory Council on School Building Problems.
4 Association for Childhood Education.



COORDINATORS, ASSOCIATES, AND REVIEWERS

Pretrainmg Selection of Teachers

Coordinators: W 22. Cannon, State Teachers College, Whitewater, Wisconsin
C. W. Sanford, Univeisity of Illinois

Reviewers: A L. Crabb. 1 George Peabody College for Teachers
R. W Fairchild, 1 Illinois Stale Normal University
George A. Solke, 1 Stale Teachers College, St. Cloud, Minnesota

Private Elemental y and Secondary Schools

Coordinator: Douglas G. Grafflin, Chappaqua, New York, Public Schools

Reviewers: William Eves, Geoige School, Pennsylvania
Leonard ICoos, University of Chicago
Rudolf D. Lindquist, Santa Barbara, California, Public Schools

Progressive Education

Coordinator- Ullin W. Leavell, George Peabody College for Teachers

Associates: Jack Allen, Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College
Louis E. Armstrong, George Peabody College for Teachers
Ottis McMahon, American Optical Company

Reviewers: J. Minor Gwynn, 2 University of North Carolina
W. Carson Ryan, 2 University of North Carolina

Public Relations and School Reports

Coordinator: Lee M. Thurston, State Department of Public Instruction, Lansing,
Michigan

Associates: William L. Connor, Allentown. Pennsylvania
N. L. Engelhordt, New York, Now York, Public Schools
Belmont Farley, National Education Association
J. Erie Gi'innell, Indiana State Teachers College
E. W. Jacobsen, University of Louisville
Charles E. Manwiller, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Public, Schools
Clyde R. Miller, Columbia University
Arthur B. Moohlman, University of Michigan
Paul T. Rankin, Detroit, Michigan, Public Schools
Ward G. Reeder, Ohio State University
William A. Yeager, University of Pittsburgh

Reviewers: P. Roy Brammelh 3 University of Connecticut
Jesse B. Davis, 3 Boston University
Walter E. Hess, 3 N.E.A. National Association of Secondary-school

Principals

Questionnaires and Coding

Coordinator: Herbort A. Toops, Ohio State University
Associate: Harold A Edgcrton, Ohio State University
Reviewers: Dorothy C. Adkins, Social Security Board, Washington, D. C,

Leonard V. Koos, University of Chicago

Radio Education

Coordinator: Carroll Atkinson, Nelson Memorial Library, Detroit, Michigan
Reviewer: Levering Tyson, Muhlenberg College

Reading in the School Cwriculum. and in Child and Adult Life
Coordinator: G. A. Yoakam, University of Pittsburgh
Associates: Cheatham Allston, Eskdale, West Virginia, Public, Schools

Helen Bachmann, University of Pittsburgh
John Bunnell, American Red Cross
Nancy C. Carroll, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Public Schools
Ward Ewalt, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Harry Heflin, U. S. Navy

a^ia
186'^ ^^ure, Bellewood School, Allegheny County, Penn*

Mary F. Scott, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Public Schools
J. Ira Steele, (graduate student) University of Pittsburgh

1 American Association of Teachers Colleges,
2 Progressive Education Association.
3 N.E.A. National Association of Secondary-school Principals,
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COORDINATORS, ASSOCIATES, AND REVIEWERS

.Reviewers: Emmett A. Betts, Pennsylvania State College
Donald D. Durrcll, Boston University
Ernest Horn, State University of Iowa

Research Methods

Coordinator: Douglas E. Scates, Duke University

Reviewer: Frank W. Hubbard, National Education Association

Roman Catholic Education

Coordinator : Frank J. Brobka, Catholic University of America

Associates Francis P. Cassidy, Catholic University of America
and Edward B. Jordan, Catholic University of America
Reviewers: Felix M. Kirsch, (deceased), Catholic University of America

IgnXtius Smith, Catholic University of America

Rural Education, and Administrative and Attendance Units (Elementary Education)
Coordinator: K. 0. Broady, University of Nebraska
Reviewers: Frank W. Cyr,1 Columbia University

Howard A. Dawson, 1 National Education Association
W. H. Gaummtz, 1 U.S Office of Education

Safety Education

Coordinator: Frank W. Hubbard, National Education Association

Associate: Louis Wmokur, United States Army
Reviewers: W. H. Cameron,* National Safety Council

Marian Telford,* National Safety Council

J. Wayne Wrightstone, Board of Education, New York, New York

Associate: Bertram Epstein, College of the City of New York

Reviewers: E. J. Asher, University of Kentucky
Harry A. Greene, State University of Iowa
C. C Ross, University of Kentucky
J. Wayne Wrightstone, Board of Education, New York, New York

School Discipline

Coordinator: John J. Fuller, University of Tennessee

Associates: M. L, Altstetter, Hillyer College, Hartford, Connecticut

Joseph E Avent, University of Tennessee
Axel Brett, University of Tennessee
John A. Thackston, University of Tennessee

Reviewer: William C, Bagley, School and Soctety, Society for the Advancement
of Education

School Journalism

Coordinator: Grant M. Hyde, University of Wisconsin

Associate: Helen M. Patterson, University of Wisconsin

Reviewers: Robert D. Brinker, 3 Washington, D.C., Public Schools

Laurence R. Campbell, 3 University of Illinois

Gunnar Horn, 3 Omaha, Nebraska, Public Schools
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KEY TO PRONUNCIATION

The following simplified system of indicating pronunciation has been adopted.

Pronunciation is not indicated for all terms but is restricted largely to foreign term?

and to the more difficult scientific terms.

a mat j joy u mug
a fate 0 muse

a share 0 hop

h father 6 rope y yes

a law 5 forward z zebra

66 pull, foot zh pleasure

ch choose 66 pool, rule

oi toil

e let ou mouse 9 represents:

e evil

g fern s set a in alike

sh fish e in later

8 get

th thick

* in pencil

in abandon

i trim there u in circus

I fight

Foreign Sounds:

& a sound somewhat broader than the a in mat, but not as broad as the a in father

.

KH sounded like ch in Scottish loch or in German Bach.

N not pronounced, but used to indicate that the vowel preceding it is nasal.

There are four nasal sounds in French, represented in the Dictionary by the

following symbols:

S.N a in father, nasalized

eN e in let, nasalized

6N o in forward, nasalized

uN u in mug, nasalized

0 approximately the sound of u in fur.

r generally rolled in French, Italian, and German.
Y (the French sound of u, or the German sound of 11) pronounced like the English

8 in evil, with lips rounded as for oo in pool.

CONDENSED KEY FOR FOREIGN TERMS
At the end of the Dictionary this key is repeated in the sections dealing with

French, German, and Italian terms.

mat, fate, shire, father, 14w; choose; let, ivil, fSrn; get; trim, fight; joy; hop, rdpo,

fSrward, fo6t, pool, toil, mouse; set, fish; thick, -there; mug, mflse; yes; zebra,

zh m s in pleasure; a : alike, later, pencil, abandon, cirous; & : broader than a in mat,

not, as broad as a in gather; HN - o in father, nasalized; eN » e in let, nasalized;

8N m o jn forward, nasalized; uN =• u in mug, nasalized; KH « ch in loch; 0 «=» u in

fur; Y *= French it, German &.



abbreviations of terms appearing within
definitions

abor. —abbreviation

adj —adjective

admin. —administration

agric —agricultural

alt. —alternate

anal. —analysis

ant. —antonym

aritk. —arithmetic

biol —biology

behav. —behaviorism -istio

cap. —capitalized

comp. w. —compare with

contr. w. —contrast with

couns —counseling

curric. —curriculum

dev. —development

dist. f .
—distinguish from

ec, —economics

ed. —education

elem. —elementary

exper. —experimentation

fact. —factor

fern, —feminine

for. —foreign

Fr. —French

genet. —genetics

Ger. —German

Gr. —Greek

Heb. —Hebrew

hist. —history

ind. —industrial

journ. —journalism

jun. coll. —junior college

kind.-prim.—kindergarten-primary

lang. —language

Lat. —Latin

lit, —literally

masc. -—masculine
math. —mathematics

mean. —measurement

mus. —music

n, —noun

neurol. —neurology

—neuter

—obsolete

—pathology

—philosophy

—photography

—physical

—plural

—political

•—primary

—psychology

psychoan.—psychoanalysis

pup.
Sl

neut.

obs.

pathol.

philos.

photog.

phys.

pi.

pol.

prim.

R.C.

read.

relig.

theol.

trans.

U.S.

-pupil

—Roman Catholic

—reading

—religious

—research

—science

—secondary

—singular

—sociology

—spelling

—statistics

—synonym
—theology

—transportation

—United States

—variant

—visual

—vocational



ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS FOR TERMS DEFINED

A: arithmetic uveiago.

AA: accomplishment age, achievement age,

attainment age

AD: aveiage deviation

a.m. : amplitude modulation.

AM : arithmetic mean

AQ : accomplishment quotient! achievement

quotient, attainment quotient.

AR: accomplishment latio; achievement ratio:

attainment ratio.

Aver. : arithmetic average.

(5: the Greek lower-oaso beta used as a Bymbol

ior the standaid regression coefficient and tor

measuros o£ kurtosis and skewness.

boi'« . . . n: symbol for coefficient of partial

regression when the variables are expressed in

gross scores or in torniB of deviations from any
origin (usually their respective moans), but

not in standard scores,

@01 » ... n: standard or beta regression

coefficient.

bis. v : bisBrial eta.

CA : chronological ago.

CAVD: an abbreviation used to designate the

I.E.R Intelligence scale, which consists of a
battery of four tests, involving completion,

arithmetic, oocabulaiy, and direction following.

CB ; coefficient of brightness.

CC : coefficient of contingency.

C or C, C. : oum con cotton.

X 5
: kl' skwSr; chi square, or square contingency.

fi (1) (atat) frequency, (2) (pliolng.) the symbol
used in the / system of designating lens speed;
in the United States, ropiescnts tlm reciprocal
of the latio of tlm maximum upctluro of tins

lens to its focal length; in Europe, represents

the ratio itself, see f number; f system; lens

Fi: (genet) the first filial generation; the first

offspring of the Pi generation. Sec J?i, Pi.

Fj. (gonot.) the offspring of the Pi generation,
produced by mating (eithoi random or selective)

within the Pi generation. See Fi , Pi.

f.m. : fiequenoy modulation,

g: gam (in connection with one method of

computing rank correlation).

G: (rare) geometric mean.

GA: guessed avoiago.

GM: geomotlio mean; also, sometimes, guessed

h: Index of pieoision.

1: (1) class interval; (2) as a subscript, It identifies

any ono observation of the class denoted by the
letter to whioh it is so affixed.

IB : index of brightness.

IQ : intelligence quotient,

k. coefficient of alienation.

M : moan or arithmetic mean.

M' : arbitrary origin.

MA: mental ago.

Md: median.

Cl : coefficient of mtelligonoo. MD : mean deviation.

CX: critical ratio. Md D : modion deviation.

D : (1) a commonly used abbreviation for tliffor-

enco, sometimes refers to the difference between
the ranks of a case on two different variables,

(2) the symbol designating the 10 to 00 per-
centile range; (3) sometimes used os an ab-
breviation for decile (Dec. is preferred as less

ambiguous).

Mdn: median.

Med. : (rare) median. See Md.

Mg: (rare) geometric moan.

Ms l harmonic moan.

db: decibel. MI : mental index.

Dec.: decile. Mo ; mode.

d.v. : double vibration.

EA : educational ago.

EQ : educational quotient,

ER : educational ratio.

it; the Greek letter eta, symbol for correlation

n: see N.

N : a symbol for the total number of oases in a
froquonoy table. (In oases In which a whole
group and a suhgroup are dealt with, N is

commonly used for the onttre group and n for

the subgroup.)

P: percentile,





PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES

a-: (Gr.) lacking, without, as in atypical, anesthe-

sia, achromatic; assumes the form on- before a

vowel or A, equivalent to Latin non-.

ah- : (Lat.) away from, os in abiont, aberration,

abstraot; assumes the form aba- before c, 9, and <.

ad-: (Lat) toward, as in adient; assumes the

forms oc-, a/-, ag-, e!-, and os- before c, /, g, 1, p.

intro-: (Lat.) within, inward, as in introspootlon.

-Ialia: (Gr.) spooch process, as in eoholaha.

lalo- : (Gr.) speech, as m lalorrlioa, lalophohia.

logo-: (Gr.) reasoning, words, ns in logorrhen.

-logy: (Gr.) knowledge, science, as in geology,
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DICTIONARY OF EDUCATION

abacus: ab'o-kes; a calculating device used in

ancient and medieval Euiopo (ond today m

ment, it originolly was a table 01 board covered

with fine dust, but many foima were developed
that utilized sliding counters on rods or in

abandonment of teacher’s contract: failure by
either the teacher or the hiring authoiity further

A
I which veibal or linguistic accomplishment and
numerical or mathematical facility are em-
phasized.

ability, artistic: special aptitude or native talent

and developed skiJI in the oreative arts, such
as diawing, painting, design, and modeling,

ability, athletic- motor shills and abilities in-

volved in the peiformance of athletic sports,



ability distribution; see distribution, ability,

ability grouping : see grouping, ability,

ability Index: see index, ability,

ability profile, educational: see profile, educa-
tional ability.

ability test: see teat, ability,

ability to pay: a principle of taxation whereby
taxes are levied according to tho relative capacity
of the taxed to pay, those with high financial

ability being required to pay moro than those

with low financial ability,

abjection: depression of spirits: a downcast state

of mind,

abnormal : adj. deviating from the norm or avor-

age: pertaining to divergence below the norm
(swbnormal) or above the norm (supernormal},

abnormal child : syn. child, atypical,

abnormality, breathing: any unusual pattern or

„ form of inspiration and expiration; inefficient

utilisation of respiration in speaking, the moro
relevant abnormalities being shallow breathing,
holding of the breath, and unusually rapid,
slow, or irregular inspirations and expirations,

abnormal mental process: see mental process,
abnormal.

abnormal psychology: see psychology, abnormal,

abortive guidance: see guidance, abortive,

aboulia: O'baa'li-o; (alt, Bp. abulia) loss of ability
to reach a decision or to perform an act, a mental
state characterised by hesitation and oonfliot.

abreaction: ess catharsla (1).

abscissa: ah-sis'e; tho distance from the p-axis
to a point, measured parallel to the o-axis,

truancy, illegal work, etc.

absence and tardiness report, teacher’s daily:

see report, teacher’s dally absence and tardiness,

absence record: tea record, absence,

absolute: (phlloB.) unlimited, undetermined,
unconditional, undorived, not relative; perfeot

or whole. Dial, f. absolute, the.

absolute, the: (philos.) the aolf-oontalnod; that
which is unrelated to anything beyond itself:

tho point of ultimate refeienooj that which is

universally valid: the primordial: sometimes
viewed ns standing in opposition to moio appear-
ance, as being is to becoming or infinite to finite,

(Many things have been hold to bo the absolute,

suoli as God, reason, and tho eatogorioal im-
perative.)

absolute accuracy: see accuracy, absolute,

absolute brilliance Union: tyn, absolute brilliance

threshold.

absolute brilliance threshold: a monsme of the
lowest intensity of light that an individual can
distinguish from oomploto darkness after the
eyes have become accommodated to darkness.
Syn. absolute brllUance Umen.

absolute deviation: tee deviation, absolute,

absolute error; see error, absolute,

absolute humidity: see humidity, absolute,

absolute mark ; tee mark, absolute,

absolute music: tee muslo, absolute,

absolute perceptual span: tee perceptual span,

absolute,

absolute pitch: ability to recognise by oar the
pitoh of any tono or combination of tones; the
ability to sing any pitoh. Sec relative pitch.



absolute value 3 academy, military

I academical plan; (1) a plan of teacher education
1

first established by New York in 1834, under
which state funds were gi anted to academies

absolute value

:

absolute.



mental gi owth or achievement beyond tho

average foi the individual's ohionological ago.

accessibility: the quality of being easy to ap-

proach or ieaoh. (A school is accessible if thoio

are good highways or raihoads, busses, 01 othoi

moans of tianspoitation by which it oan be
leached; a room is accessible if it opens to a
communioatins eon idol.)

accomplishment age : rare sun. age, achievement,

accomplishment quotient: (AQ) rare sun. quo-
tient, achievement.

accomplishment ratio : rare syn quotient, achieve-

accompUshment teat : syn. test, achievement.



accounting, uniform 5 accuracy in computation



accuracy in reasoning 6 activities, extraclass

or measurement; evaluated m terms of the rela- 1 utilizes to the fullest possible extent whatever

tivo error made residual healing may bo present,



activities, extracurricular activity, manual











administration of teaching 12 administrative unit, local school

schools and for instruction, involving the ascer-

taining of needs, purchasing, distribution, and

administration of teaching: the application of

procedures and principles to the uso of school

facilities and the scheduling of teaohor-pupil

enterprises so that the desired teaching acts and
learning experiences may take place undor the

most desirable conditions.

administration room : a room in a sohool budding
in which attention is given to the business affairs

administrative adjustment: nee adjustment, ad-

[

a school or school systom may be efficiently

|

managed, (2) the personnel responsible for the
management and direction of the affairs of a
school or school system, regarded collectively,

administrative organization, dual type of: m/n.
administration, dual type of.

administrative organization, line type of: ayn.
administration, line.

administrative organization, multiple type of : that
plan or systom for control, direction, and man-
agement in which there aro two or more principal
oxeoutivo officers, coordinate m rank, independ-
ent of oacii other, and responsible directly to tho



administrator, educational adult institute

and secondary education within the same geo-

graphical areas.)

administrator, educational: any educational offi-

cial losponsible for tho management or dueotlon

of some pni t of an educational establishment or

system; typically includes such officers as

college presidents, school superintendents, and

admission: (1) acceptance of an application for

(mollmoot in a school or othor educational

institution, (2) a person who ontois a given edu-

cational institution foi the first time.

adoption : the aot of voluntarily accepting a child

of other parents as one's own.

adoption home : an institution providing eaie and
training for a child until he is adopted

adult: a person grown to maturity,

adult center: ayn. evening school (2),

adult education: (1) formal and informal instruc-
tion and aids to study for matin a peieons, (2) all

activities with an educational puiposo carried on
by mature persons on a part-time basis, (3) any
voluntary, purposeful effoit toward the self-













aid, scholarship alienation, coefficient of

aid, scholarship: (1) financial assistance toward
meeting a pupil’s tuition, in a school where
tuition is ohnrgodj (2) a grant o{ money to be

used ior partial or entire paymont of tuition or

other fees: (3) a reduction in tuition charges,

aid, school: financial help, support, or relief ex-

tended by a board of education to a child of

compulsory school ago to enable him to attend

aid, special-education: any material or device

removing impurities and sometimes of adding
moisture content.

air intake : an opening from the outside through
which air is drawn into a building by means of
gravity or forced draft.

alalia : o-ln'li-o; a condition characterized by loss

or absence of the ability to express thoughts in
words, owing to either functional or physiological
causes. See aphasia; mutism; diet. j. aphonia.

alarm system: an electrically onerated eone or





alternating squint

alternating squint : see Squint, alternating,

alternating suppression: see suppression, alter-

alternating vision : see vision, alternating,

alternation of grades : the combining of the pupils

of two grades into a single class, the entire class

doing the work outlined in the ooume of study
for one of the grades duiing one year and the

work for tho other grade the next yoar.

alternation of neurosis: tho relief (sometimes

temporary) of symptoms of mental disorder

during an acute physical disease,

alternation of studies: (1) a plan or technique of

rotating or alternating at regular intorvalB the

21 Americanization theory

ambieyedness : a condition characterized by a
lack of dominance of either eye. (Applied to
eyedness as ambidexterity is used with respect to
handedness.)

ambilateral
: pertaining to or affecting both sides

of the body.

ambivalence: am biv'o Ions; a state characterized
by the simultaneous existence of contradictory
feelings such as love and hate or contradictory
reactions such as attack and withdrawal with
respeot to tho same object.

amblversion : (1) a quality of the personality
representing a condition somewhere between the
extremes of exit oversion and introversion; (2) a
trait complex including some characteristics of







analytical study 24 annuity

analytical study: see study, analytical,

analytical test: see test, analytical.

analytical tools: teats, case histories, cumulative

records, interviews, and reports used in arriving

at an understanding of the eharooloristius and
adjustment problems of an individual,

analytic geometry : syn. geometry, coordinate.

anhedonla: an'he-do'ni'o; a state of apathy clini-

actomod by loss of pleasure in tho normally
pleasurable functions of life,

anlma: an'mvo; (Lat., lit., "spirit") a term used
by Jung to signify personality.

animation: a motion-pioLuro technique that gives

an illusion of motion to di awings, models, lines,

arrows, oto„ through the piojoetion of a sequence



annuity agreement 25

nature of pensions to letired members of an
institutional staff j an annual allowance or

annuity agreement: an agreement by which

money or other properly is made available to an

institution on the condition that Iho institution

binds itself to bold ami administer the property

and to pay penodlonllv to Die donor 01 other

designated individual a stipulated amount, this

death; sometimes called annuity bond.

annuity bond : tun- annuity agreement, the latter

totm being profaned,

annuity funds : ace funds, annuity,

annuity plan of bond payments : a bond issue that

provides foi annual payments on tlio piincipal.

anoetio: an'B-etTkj poi taming to tho fungo of

consciousness; hazy.

anomaly: a-nom'o lo; (1) deviation fiom lulo,

form, or type, (2) iuogulanty in development,

anomia : omS'inl-o ; a term used by Benjamin Rush
to indioiilo absence of moral sense,

anorexia : an'5-rok'si'0j partial or complete lose 01

lack of appetite.

answer, compound: (1) an answor involving

sovoial parts not necessarily related to one an-

other; (2) on answor to a inultiplo-ohoiro quos-

tion in which several correot alternatives may
be included, all of which must bo indicated if tho

examinee is to rocoive full credit,

answer key : a sheet or a series of strips on wliioh

aie reooided the oorroot responses for a given

test or by which tho tost may bo otherwise

soorod; commonly furnished with objective tests

to facilitate objective scoring, Sun key.

answer pattern: tho pattern or profile of an

examinee's responses to either (a) several ques-

tions whore at least one answer is requhed to

each or (b) one question where more than one

category of oloolod answers is allowable and

aoooptable. (Thus, if in answer to the ques-

tions "What Is your sox?" "What is your color?"

a questionnaire respondent replies, respectively,

"Male" and "White," thon Male-White is the

answer pattern of that respondent.)

answer sheet: tho separate shoot on which the

examinee may reoord his l espouses for a test,

anterior-posterior gradient : see gradient, anterior-

posterior.

anthropogeography: on'thre-pB-lB.og'ro-fB; a

branch of anthropology concerned with, the

distribution of man,

anthropography: an'thrfl-pog'ro-fS; that phase of

anthropology treating of the distribution of tho

human moo, as distinguished by physioal char-

acter, languago, Institutions, and customs,

anthropological approach : the principle of organ-

ization for the study of tho interrelations between

man, his environment, raoe, language, and cul-

ture, and tho souioes of the differentiated forms

of social life.

anthropology: tho science concerned with man,

both normatively and historically, dealing

with his physioal characteristics, his racial,

geographical, and historical distribution, elas-

aperture

sifioation, and relationships, and iiis cultural,

envhonmentol, and social development and
relationships; embraces anthropography, an-
thropometry, anthropogeography, ethnology,

anthroponomy, demography, sociology, human
paleontology, archaeology, folklore, and com-
pmotive religion,

anthropology, physical: the branch of nnthio-
pology concerned with the biological evolution
of man and the classification of living laces

anthropology, social: tho branch of antluopology
concerned with enviionmental and gioup

anthropometric Index: see index, anthropometric,

anthropometric measurement : see measurement,

anthropometric test : see test, anthropometric,

anthropometry: an'thrfl poin'o-tiS, a blanch of

anthropology concerned with measuring the

physioal characteristics and functional abilities

of human beings, closely lelated to expeumental
psychology and physiology,

anthropomorphism; an'thiapO mSi'fiz’m, the

attribution of human characteristics, especially

montal traits, to beings othei than man, as to

deities, animals, oi inanimate objects; or the

interpi eta lion of the actions and factions of

animals m terms of human psychology, Contr

w. thenomorphlsm.

snthroponomy: an'tkrB.pon'a-mS; a branch of

anthropology dealing with the study of human
behavior; related to psychology,

anticipation warrant- a wanant or check for the

payment of debt, issued by a governmental

agency before money foi its redemption is avail-

able or due, frequently, under specified condi-

tions, such wariants boar interest,

antimetropia : an'ti me-trd'pi a, a condition in

which ono eye is nearsighted and the other far-

sighted.

antinomy : an-tm'a mS, a fundamental conflict of

principles, each of which appears dearly to be

true; for example, Kant cites as a fundamental

antinomy tho conceptions of the world as finite

and as infinite.

Antioch plan: a plan of cooperative education,

coupled with an extensive system of student

government, as developed at Antioch College

See cooperative education,

antisocial: opposed to existing social institutions,

customs, or moral codes; opposod to the usual

social relationships oi tending to disrupt

approved social relationships. Dint. f. asocial;

unsociable.

antonym test: see test, antonym,

anxiety hysteria: s«e hysteria, anxiety,

anxiety neurosis: see neurosis, anxiety,

apathy: (1) in general, lack oi feeling, (2) a patho-

logical mental oondition ehaiaotenzed by

extreme or exaggerated mdifferonoe.

aperture: (1) in still oameiaa, motion-pioture

cameras, and enlargers, the opening (usually

variable in size) provided for the passago of light

through the lens, (2) in motion-picture pro-



appraisalaphasia

,te, by
i, the rectangular opening behind tho film

means of which light is dirooled through

and into tho piojeotion lens.

aphasia: a f&'sshi a; -aho; a disorder consisting

essentially in an inability to pioduce or to com-

prehend language; may involve both spokon and

wntten language, the main types mo nomjnnl,

syntactical, voibal, and semantic, acooiding Lo

Head, 01 oxpicssive, receptive, and expiessivo-

reeeptivo, accoulmg to Weisenburg and Mo-
Bride; believed to be caused by injuries to tho

brain, particularly in the legion of Broca’s area

aphasia, motor : loss of ability to spoak because of

inability to form words, although they may be

known and can be pointed to if seen in print;

may stem from cerebral injury or from functional

psychic disordeis.

ter supplementing the text of a
iation but not ossontiai to its com-
i bibliogiaphy, statistical tables,

and explanatoiy material.

irception: (1) tho process of focusing tho per
ition, of being actively awaio rather tbai
isivoly sentient; (2) the process of lolatm;
v material to one’s bnokgioui
lo, and of evaluating it in tho that

apperceptive i s total knowledge or
experience in relation to now facts or situations;

suggestive of some of the punciplcs proposed by
modern Qeetalt psychology, as, for example,
regulation (tho dominance of wholes over parts).



appropriation accountappraisal of buildings 27

appraisal of buildings : determination of the value apprentice Indenture : a written contract or agree-

of buildings of a university, college, or sohool on mont among parent 01 guardian, appi entice, and
an appi ovod basis, usually replacement value or employor concerning the terms of employment
original vultie loss deprccialion; may be made on and training evpenenees of the appientico during
tile basis of market or salable value, but tliiB his learning period,

basis is seldom used in the ease of university and .. . . ,





aristocracy, natural

on biologi-

w thati the

,

arithmetic, oral : syn arithmetic, r









art structure

art structure : the design, composition, or pattern
of a work of art; the nrrnngomcnt of basio ele-

ments according to the principles of aosthetica

through the exercise of artistic judgment and
good taste, with a view to harmony, fitness, and

art supplies: see supplies, art.

art technique : the specific way in which an artist

manipulates a medium or executes or rendeis

3 assignment cards

(2) the valuation placed upon property during
thiB pioeess. (Noth: Assessment is sometimes
used to denote the amount of the tax levied, but
such usage is not recommended since it fails to
distinguish between the valuation and tax-levy
processes,)

assessment rate: the ratio applied to the assessed
valuation of property for purposes of deter-
mining the amount of tax to be levied. Si/n.
assessment ratio.

assessment ratio : sun. assessment rate.

assessment value: see value, assessment.
t, art.



the graduate le\

luently, exemptlo



assumption, fundamental 35 athletics, extramural

generally accepted fact, need as a starting point

assumption, fundamental : (1) a promise or propo-
sition wlncii is accepted as true because it

appears to tlu) investigator to bo reasonable m
the light of available evidunoe and which is made
the basis for the propositions that are the funda-
mental conclusions of the study; (2) an assump-
tion necessary to n thoory which 88 a whole seems
leasonablo but which becomes untenable if the

assumption is proved false,

astasia-abasia - o sta'zhi-a-o-b&'zhi-o; a hysterical

condition resulting fiom mental conflict and
manifested by inability to walk or to stand eiect.

astereopsia: o ster'e op'si-e; lack of ability to

peiceivo depth

asthenia: as-th8'ni-aj loss of strength; general

asthenic feelings: feelings such as grief or de-

spondency in which physical aotivity is inhibited,

asthenic type: a typo of body build described by
Kretschmer as slender, flat In front, and having
a long ohest and poor muscular development.
See body builds, classification of.

asthenopia: as'tho nS'pi-o; (1) a condition char-
acterised by weakness and rapid fatigue of tbo

ataxia : o-tak'si-o; deterioration or foilure of

muscular coordination resulting m loss of pre-

ataxia, psychic : a condition characterised by
discrepancy between ideas expressed and accom-
panying emotions, ns weeping or laughing in-

appropriately.

atnxlameter: a-taVsi-am's-tar; an instrument for
measuring the rolative steadiness of the body in
standing posturo.

ataxic writing: see writing, ataxic,

athetold : ath'a toid; afflicted with athetosis,

athetosis. ath'o-tS'sis, a type of muscular in-
coordination, duo to a lesion in one of the motor
nerve centers in the brain, characterized by
reclining alow and mcontrollablc writhing move-
ments of parts of the body normally under
voluntary control; in mild cases, may be oonfined
to tho arms and legs, in severe cases, the trunk,
face, and speech apparatus may be affected, also,

athlete’s foot: an infection of the feet caused by
the nngworm fungus (Tinea trichophyton) ,

most
commonly found between the toos, and charac-
terized by inflammation, itching, and pain?
aggravated by failure propeily to wash and dry
between the toes.



athletics, intercollegiate 36

any level of education. Contr. to. athletics,

intramural.

athletics, intercollegiate: athletic contests and

sports involving individual players or teams

representing two or more different institutions of

attendance center

traction of the visual field until total blindness

may result.

I attack: (1) a sudden manifestation of some physi-

cal or montai disorder such as epilepsy; tyn.

seizure; (2) an acute spell of sickness,

attainment age : rare syn, age, achievement.



attendance clerk

specifically, the office

, (2)

10 attendance euper-
b officers with whom
used synonymously

1/ attendance or department of attend-

’loadquai ters within an attendance
linistorins attendnnoe-department
iflioo to wlnoh attendance officers

tendance clerk: (1) a member of the clerical

(behay. psych.) adjust
apparatus of an orgamsr
sponse to a particular sti* inhibit response to

attitudinizing

t of the sensory
as to facilitate ic-

situation and

1 of: see fluctuation of atten-

ee test for attention.











bat mizvahband chart

band chart: see chart, band. especially in the presence of strangers, fie-

qucntly accompanied by manifestations of

bandstration * (1) the transcribing of musical emotional disturbance, such as blushing or
compositions for performance by wind band, stammering. D%at. /, shyness; timidity.

(2) a transcription of a musical composition for

performance by wind band (Coined term, basic administrative unit: see administrative

not yet widely accepted as a musical expression.) unit, basic.





behavior, learned

behavior, learned: aotivity that results largely

from training. See conditioning! habit; learn-

behavlor, moral: (1) conduct that seeks to con-

form to the highest othioal principles; (2) con-

duct acceptable under prevailing standards,

motivated fioro within.

behavior, obsessional: conduct resulting from an

idea that pci nets in consciousness in spite of

benefit theory

behavior, withdrawn: (1) behavior that operates

to separate the individual from contact with
others, (2) behavior that operates to separate
the individual, mentally at least, from the
realities of tho world. See autism,

behavior center: a soliool or organization of

classes for wayward, tiuant, and lnooirigihle

pupils.

behavior clinic : see clinic, behavior.

44
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body builds, classification of 49 bookkeeping, socialized

body builds, classification of: as classified by
Krelschmei, thioo basic physical types aio

recognized, namely: (o) tlm athletic type (broad

shoeIdol s, well-developed chest, Huek nock, flat

abdomen, largo mueeles), (b) tlm aathemc type

(slender body, long legs and ai ms, thin neck, long

flat chest, poor mimeulai development), and (c)

the pyknic ti/pe (hroml head, short neelc, thick

shouldois, deep chest, rounded body, sliorL

still dy sims and legs); intei mediate types aio

recognized, designated by sueli compounds os

atlheme-athMie.

body corporate, a formal, legal synonym foi

corporate body.

body mechanics: the functional lolalionship be-

tween body segments m the poiformance of

physical activity.

body type : tec body builds, classification of.

boiler: the part of a healing plant that holds

water to be heated to pioduoe steam.

boiler operation: the work connected with the

filing, care, regulation, and olcanmg of boilers

and aocessoiy equipment

boiler room: the loom that contains the heating

plant, consisting of furnaces, boileis, stokers,

pumps, ash-handling equipment, oto. Sun. fur-

bonarro : »yn, archery golf.

bond: a written pioimse, generally under seal, to

pay a specified sum of money (called the /ace

value), at a fixed time in the future (called the

dale 0/ maturity), and carrying intoicsl at a fixed

rale, usually payable periodically. (Tho dif-

feronoo between a note and a bond is that tho

latter runs for a longoi period and requires

greatoi legal foimality.)

bond, callable: a bond containing a "callable

clause" In which tho issuing paity reserves the

right to call tho bond for payment prior to its

date of maturity.

bond, contractor’s : sui oty given that contracted

work will ho perfoimod, usually in tho foim of a
written legal document rooelved from a eon-

that, if secured, are all and equally secured under
ono mortgage.

bond retirement: tho not of paying off and with-
drawing from circulation bonds that have been
outstanding.

bonds, depository: bonds furnished by school
depositories as security for tho protection of the
school's deposits.

bond yield: the net return on the amount of

money invested in a bond; generally expressed
as the percentage resulting from dividing tho
amount of inteicst by tho cost price of a bond

bone conduction : see conduction, bone,

bone graft: the transplanting of a pioee of bone
to effect a connection between two ununited
bones or two ununited parts of a bone

bonus, teachers-
: payment made to instructors

above the contractual salary, usually a payment
of a certain percentage of the regular salary
that is uniform tluoughout the school system
01 unit m which it is made. (Sometimes pay-
ment is for summer-seliool attendance, exten-
sion-couise work, or travel

)

book, children’s: any book that has a vocabulary
and thought content suitable for children and
that children are able to read,

boobs, factual: ill school libraries, an informa-
tional book interesting enough to be used for

rcoioatlonal reading, for example, a book on

book, juvenile: a book containing materials
based on the abilities, interests, and tastes of

the immature or undeveloped,

book, large-type : a book printed in 18- or 24-pomt
i type of clear, simple design with as few serifs

|

as possible, produoed especially for the education
of paitially seeing pupils. Syn, clear-type

book; tee point.

book, recorded: a book recorded on phonograph
records for the use of tho blind or for use in
sight-consorvalion classes,

book, the : (oba ) the designation of the school
rogistei during the early period of American
public eduoation.

,









building, placement of

building, placement of: see placement of building,

building, student-union: a special building in

which aro housed the facilities for and organiza-

tions concerned with student lecroational, social,

and governmental activities; equipped and
maintained by a special fee paid by all Btudents

and governed by a board composed of elected

students and appointed faculty members. (This
governing board oiganizes and pi ovides special

reoreational piograma supplemental to those
sponsored by othei student organizations.)

See student union.

building, utility: a building containing electiic

generators and other mechanical equipment to

produce and/or regulate the power, light, and

building administration: see administration,

buildings and grounds, department of: ace de-
partment of buildings and grounds,

budding sanitation : see sanitation, buddmg.

building scale: see scale, building,

building score : see score, budding,

building score card: see score card, building

building site: see site, building,

building specifications : the itemized requirements
to be furnished or pioduced, as for a building,
giounds, or equipment; a written or printed
description of work to be dono, the manner in
which the work is to be executed, type and
quality of material to be furnished, and the
dimensions of the structure or other unit, all

of whloh is a corporate part of the contract,

building standards: see standards, building.



bursary 64

monly used in England and Canada, but less

frequently in the United States,

bursary : (1) the treasury of a publio institution

or a religious order; (2) a giant or foundation

for maintenance oi beneficiary studonta.

bus, contract; a sohool bus owned by an indi-

vidual who supplies, operates, and maintains

it in accordance with a stipulated agreement,

bus, conventional type: a motorbus having its

engine encased in a hood located forward and
outside of the body.

bus accessory: equipment that is not essential to

the use of a sohool bus but that adds to its

convenience. Diet. /. bus equipment,

bus capacity: see capacity, bus.

bus capacity utilization: tee capacity utilization,

bus contract: tee contract, bus.

business writing

the principles of English, both wiilton and oral,

that are applicable to business, may include
the principles governing business-letter writing,

ports, sales talks, the preparation of telegrams,
and the writing of minutes,

business ethics: see ethics, business.

coordinate with the superintendent of schools.

(An organization having o/Iicms cif flu's kind is

termed tho multiple type of organization, ns
contrasted with the umt'fypc, m winch tho chief
business officer is subordinate to tho superin-
tendent of schools.)

business geography: tyn. geography, corn-

business high school: see high school, business,

business law : see law, business.









capitalist school 58

capitalist school: a sohool of eeonomio thought I principles; dualistio in oh



ystem: the practice of using actual evperi-
as laboratory material in such subjects as
alism, civics, and debating, approaching as

y as possible the case system used in schools

59 categories of pure reason

evperi-l objectives, viewpoint, ournoulums, tuition,
lects as I calendar, and other data concerning an institu-
hing as I tion, usually issued annually.

00 8
catalogue analysis: syn. analysis, bulletin.



category 60 census, continuous school

category: (stat.) a concept embracing things that

are similar, usually, one of Beveial conceptual

divisions of a larger class; specifically, any one

of tho divisions into which a qualitative 01 quan-

titative variable has been subdivided; as such it

is synonymous with class. See class (fl)(li).

(The cases tailing within a Binglc category arc

regarded as homogeneous with respect to tho

immediate purpose.)

category, compound : (res.) a oategory that

I

head; (3) the faith of a body of Christians be-

longing to any of vanous chinches, which claim

apostolic succession in their historic episcopate,

(4) the faith of tho ontiio body of Cluiatian
believers, or that part of it which accepts file

Apostles’ Creed.

causal-comparative method: ft research method
(sometimes lefcrrod to as the mfeircd rauml
method) that seeks to asceilnin causation

through noting tho conditions that aie usually

or invariably present when ceitain lomilts aie



census, family 61 center of interest

l Bearding births, deaths, movements of families
|

the oards of all children in the distuct from birth
into and out of the district, and children passing I to school age, less those who have entered school
the upper limit of compulsory school attendance I (if census ages do not begin at birth, this file

Syn census, continuing school. I will have cards of those children between the





certificate, blanket teaching 63 certification, teacher

a statement written by the Bureau of Vital I certificate, special : (1) a certificate, issued by a
Statistics and reported by the attending physi- I state, county, or township or by an accrediting
cian at the birth of the child, verifying its name I agency, permitting a person who has met certain
and date of birth. I requirements to teach certain subjects on certain



certification by subject .
64 character, oral

certification by subject : tho- issuing of a license to I chaperon: (1) on adult, resident member of a

teach one or more specified school subjects I students' living unit charged with the Buper-

| vision of students' conduct, (2) an adult present









child, delinquent



child analysis 69 choice making

child analysis : see analysis, child.
|

children’s writing vocabulary : see vocabulary,

child-centered curriculum: curriculum, child-
cMdren’s wrItlng '

centered. child study : the systematic observation or investi-



choir 70 cinemicrophotography

choir: (1) a vocal ensemble: (2) an ensemble the allelomorphs) aro thought to occupy coi-

employmg instruments of a single classification, responding positions oil the members of the chro-

for example, voice, string, wood wind, biass, oi mosome pair,] See allelomorph: dominant;
percussion. gene; maturation division; mitosis, ovum;

choir, a cappella: a choral group singing without
sI,6rni -













class management 76 clerical practice

class management : the adminietiation or direc-

tion of class activities with special leferenca to

such pioblenis as discipline, democratic tech-

mauos, use and oaie of supplies and rofeienco

matenals, the physical features of the classroom,

general housekeeping, and the sooial relation-

ships of pupils. See school management.

class method: (mus. ed.) pioeedures designed foi

use m teaching more than one peison at a time

See ensemble method; eontr. w, individual

method.

classroom routine: tho aggiegate of tho routine
activities earned on in the classroom by teacher
and pupils. See activities, routine,

classroom schedule : ayn. schedule, room,

classroom size: the dimensions of length and
width of a classioom. See floor area, classroom,

classroom teacher: one whoso pilnolpal duty is to
Instiuct and counsel the pupils in tho class: oom
and to control tho olassioom environment,

classroom test: see test, classroom

classroom unit: (1) a measure of need foi school



clerical subjects clinic, speech

duties of clonoal workeis in offices, such as filing

and the opoiation of duplicator, comptometers,
billing machines, otc.i (2) a course intended to

picparc loss capable business students to perform
simple clonoal tasks,

clerical subjects: see subjects, clerical,

clerical test : see test, clerical,

clerical work: (1) office work performed by a
clerk, especially that pertaining to written rec-

ords, including the filling out of office forms, the

keeping of accounts, the compilation of statis-

tics, and correspondence, syn. office work; (2)

in the field or for demonstrating a new technique
before it becomes accepted as a common praotico.

clime, dental: dental and oral-liygiene services

established for groups of school cliildien or other
specially designated groups,

clinic, driver: a place where automobile duvers
with bad driving records are examined to deter-
mine what deficiencies in (a) psychophysical
condition or (b) knowledge and skill may be
responsible for their bad records and whai
remedial steps may be taken,

clinic, extension : syn. clinic, mobile.











coefficient of intelligence 82 coinsurance

example, the coefficient of variation. Diet. f. I tion, or the mean minuB the mode, divided by the

measure of dispersion. I standard donation. Syn. measure of skewness,

coefficient of intelligence; (OI) tyn. coefficient of coefficient of validity: (1) the coefficient of cor-

brightness. I relation between a criterion variable and one or





r harmony

:
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commercial law



community-centered curriculum 87

se curriculum, the educational program, (2) a somewhat
ambiguous synonym lor consolidated school; see

1 att mtit*
consolidated school; (3) sometimes used as a

hi t IS synonym for evening school, see evening school.





composite mathematics 89 compulsory-maintenance attitude

they would singly (note that the values of the

sevezal variables for each case are merged and
lose their identity in a total value foi that case,

in conti adistinotion to what occurs when data
aie inteimingled to form a compound; test scores

may bo thought of as compositea), (21 (nut).

that part of the arithmetic curriculum dealing
with measuies and denominate numhois,

compound probability : see probability, compound,

compound reflex: see reflex, compound.



compulsory military training 90

compulsory military training : ayn. military train- 1

ing, compulsory.
j







conservation of hearing 93 constitution

conservation of hearing: (I) measures taken to
|
consonant : a s



consumer business educationconstitution, rigid 94

governs, instituting the form of their govern-

chitios, ordinarily embodied in wntten docu-

ments but sometimes implied in customs and

usages
, (2) the physical make-up of ail organism,

oonsideicd as the aggregate of its physical and

vital powers, (3) the mental, intollcotual, or

psychological make-up of an organism, con-

sidered as the aggi ega to of its intellectual powers,

clmractei traits, etc
[ (4) the totality of the

physical and psychological attributes of an
oigamam, with emphasis on inherited cliaractoiB

(the concept includes such features as stiucture,

size and foim, metabolism, rate and condition

of growth, nutritional BtatuB, and Tesistanoe to

disease); sec genotype; phenotypes diat. J. hab-
itus; personality; temperament; (5) the aggregate

of interrelated factors, pa) is, and elements that

ohaiaoteristioally compose a given thing, con-

cept, oi datum of any sort.

constitution, rigid : a constitution, such as that of

the United States, that cannot be modified m its

express terms, except through BUoh processes as

constitutional disorder : any disorder to which a

peison is especially prone by reason of his partio-

ulai mental and physioal make-up; may be in-

herited or deeply ingrained and of long standing;

does not include disoidcrs adventitiously or

situationally acquired.

construction, type A: a school^ building con-

walls, windows, doors, floors, and finish,

construction, type B: n building of fiie-resistlvo

construction m its walls, floors, stall ways, and

faoes and wood roof construction over fare-

resistive ceilings.

construction, type C : a building with masonry
walls and flre-resistivo ooriidois and stall ways,
but with ordmaiy construction otheiwise,

namely, combustible floois, partitions, rooms,
and finish.

construction, type D : a building with masomy
walls, but otherwise having oidinary or joist

construction and wood finish,

construction, type E : a building constructed with
wood above the foundations, with or without
slate or other semi-firepioof material on the loof.

construction, unit: a type of sohoolhouso design

according to which a unit of measurement

—

usually 10 or 15 feet—is taken as a constant and
the entire building is planned in terms of this

unit or of its multiples, to ensure convenient
leadjustment of loom sizes in the event of latoi

alterations.

construction contract : syn, contract, building,

construction service: specialized and professional



consumer economics contiguity



contiguity, association by 96 contract, continuing

contiguity, association by: see association by I without break or irregularity. Syn. graduated;

contiguity. I ant discontinuous,

contingency, coefficient of: see coefficient of I continuous calisthenics: see calisthenics, con-
contingency. I tlnuous.



contract, cooperative student 97 control, statistical

contract, cooperative student: a written agree- 1 contractual capacity: aa applied to the public

ment sometimes made between a vocational I schools, the authoiity granted publio-school

cooperative class and business, professional, or 1 officials to enter into legal agreements involving
industrial employers, pioviding for the employ- I the schools.

ment of certain cooperative students according
| A , , . , ....









correlation, curvilinearcorporation-organization tax 101

corporation-organization tax : see tax, corpora- I correct usage : (1) the use of words according to
tion-organization I currently accepted standards of correctness; (2)





correlation plan 103 cost, student-clock-hour

once at the intersection of row ) and oolumn i. corresponding values: see values, corresnondina
(ThB diagonal terms may all be unity, or they
may bo the respective coefficients of reliability,

corridor: ft connecting passage from which doors
communalities, or other values.) °I»n ' Providing access to or egress from rooms,

a hall.

correlation plan: an organisation of tho currio-







course, cooperativecounty board of education 106

long school day with a maximum of outdoor
recreational activities.

county board of education: see board of education,

county.

county commissioner : see superintendent, county,

county extension worker: see extension worker,

county.

county high school : see high school, county.

county institute: see institute, county.

county junior college: see junior college, county.

county library: see library, county.

county normal school: see normal school, county.

county-owned : syn. board-owned.

matter, as opposed to one dealing with "prac-
tical" or "applied’' subject matter, regarded as
necessary for general cultuial reasons or as a
means of nequiiing knowledge in 0110's field of

college level other than a pi ofosiuonul course,
particularly a oomse in one's field of special-
ization, for example, a com so in French for a
prospootivo languago tenclici oi one m bio-
chemistry for a piospeetive science tenohei (m
this sense, a professional oourao may also be an
academic course, thus, to a piospeetive professor

tional psychology would be both a professional

course, advanced •
<1 ) a course that presents mato-

lial and concepts beyond the introductoiy or the
elementary; (2) a course that carries on from an





course, lecture

course, lecture: (1) a course efilslucted.by the

leoturc method; see lecture methowa^2) (udult

education) a scries of lectures on

subjects as a iiait of a university

adult-education program; does not

cairy eiodit toward n degree,

course, methods: (1) a oourse in liow to teach

particular subject; sometimes called n special

methods course; (2) a courso in geneial ol«

proceduies that may be used in tonching any
sakinai . enTmihmn!i nulled a ueneral methods



course, teacher-training 109 covariance, analysis of

m English for orientation of students not
tamiliar with tlio foreign language in question,

course, teacher-training: ayn course, pro-
fessional.

course of study, correlated: (1) a course of study
I m which textual leferences or specific sugges-

tions are made for relating materials in one sub-
ject field with pertinent materials in other
subject fields, (2) a course of study that outlines





critical thinking : see thinking, critical.



culminal education ‘ 112 cumulative method

culminal education : syn. terminal education,

cultural aims : see aims, cultural,

cultural approach: (psyoli.) the point of view

holding that hehavior stems ratliei fiom the

social than from the biological heritage of the

individual oi group. See culture; heritage,

cultural background: the collection of moies,

folkways, and institutions that constitutes the

individual in his development from infancy to

maturity passes through stages paralleling those
throngli which the race passed m its evolution

from savagory to civilisation and that the culture

of the successive stages in the development of the
raoo (savagery, barbarism, ole.) affoids the basis

for instmclion of the individual at the analogous
stage in his own development, formulated bnofly
in the dictum of G Stanley Hall, “Ontogeny
recapitulates phylogeny,' and advocated chiefly

by him in the United States. Syn. cultural





curriculum, college-preparatory 114

curriculum, college-preparatory : (1) a sequence of

Bubjeots or group of courses prerequisite for

college enrollment! (2) a body of educative

activities and experiences (m secondary edu-

cation) prescribed for pupils who wish to enroll

at institutions of higher learning,

curriculum, community-centered: an educational

program based on and adjusted to the life, cul-

ture, resources, needs, activities, and interests of

the community m which it is offered,

curriculum, conduct : (elem. ed ) a socialized our-

liculum intended to develop in the pupils those

attitudes and knowledges deemed necessary for

good citizenship through active pupil partici-

curriculum, social

curriculum, fused: a combination of courses
replacing a number of subjects previously offered

in one or a number of different Adds and draw-
ing heavily on the replaced subject matter for
content.

curriculum, individual: a group of courses ar-

ranged for a pupil according to his needs.

curriculum, integrated: a curriculum in which
subjoot matter boundaries aio ignored, all offer-

ings of tho school being taught in relation to
broad areas of study and m i elation to ono an-
other as mutually associated in some genuine
life relation.

daily



curriculum, state curve, cumulative frequency

curriculum, state: (1) a general plan or guide for I curriculum guidance: see guidance, curriculum,

public-school instruction m a **» curriculum organization, multiple: the plan of
at stipulated levels, recommended or enforced

orov,din „
* than one oomblnation of renu.red



curvilinear correlationcurve, cumulative percentage 116

curve, cumulative percentage : ayn. ogive,

curve, distribution: ayn. curve, frequency (1).

curve, frequency: (1) any curve or broken line

that represents a frequency thatribulion; tile

graph corresponding to a frequency table, ayn

distribution curve; (2) an estimate of the limit

that probably would bo approached by a fre-

quency polygon oi histogiam if the number of

observations were indefinitely incieased and the 1

class intervals were indefinitely deoieaaed, while

the total area under the ouive lemained constant,

curve, Gaussian: ayn. curve, normal probability,

curve, Gauss-Laplace : ayn. curve, normal prob-

ability.

curve, Gauss’s : ayn. curve, normal probability,

curve, generalized growth: (1) the composite of

cuives of growth of various body dimensions

and structures by which the growth of a person

as a whole may be described, (2) a curve depict-

ing the geneial ohai notorieties of growth of tho

members of a particular gioup—boys, guls,

|

from the mean. (I'lio normal probability curve
and the notma! distribution are puiely theoretical
mathematical concepts They may bo ap-
pioaelied In piactice but piobablj uie never
aotuiilly attained.) Sun. Gaussian curve;
Gauss-Laplace curve; Gauss’s curve; Laplace-
Gaussian curve ; Laplacian curve ; normal curve

;

normal curve of error; normal frequency curve,

curve, percentile: a cumulative ficquonoy ouive
in winch the cumulative fioquuncy at ouch class,

plotted as tho abscissa, is stated as a pci coulage
of the total numboi of observations Sun. per-
centile graph; that. /, ogive,

curve, positively accelerated : tho gi apliic i opre-
sontation of a senes of moasuios increasing in

curve, probability: m general, any ouivo showing
the expected distubution of a given kind of

event, measure, etc., often used ns a synonym
for normal probability curve.

curve, smooth: a cui vo, such ns a frequency curve.





of a continuous
ics between Iho
variable. Si/n.







decentralized administration 121 deferred income credits

nated members of the faculty, as opposed to the

centering of direct oouneolmg icBponsibility in

the office of ono professional counselor; (2) the

organization of advisory soi vices for students

in each of tlio several colleges oi faculties of a

univeisily, as opposod to performance of counsel-

ing by a Single special department serving all

branches of a univoisity.

decentralized administration: ace administration,

decentralized.

decentralized library : ace library, decentralized.

thought is from general to particular. (In
mathematios, the generalities usually take the
form of definitions, axioms, or postulates.) Contr.
w. induction.

deduction test : see test, deduction,

deductive approach: syn, deductive method,

deductive attack: syn. deductive method,

deductive lesson: see lesson, deductive,

deductive method: (1) the method of study,



f its obligations c

l: (1) the proce



degree, State Farmer 123 democracy

degree, State Farmer: the third degree awarded age, according to the legal code) to the attention
a member of the Future Farmers of America; of the juvenile . court,
confeiredbv the state 01 ganization See degree, _

American Farmer; degree, Future Farmer, delinquent: an offender against the laws of society
j Green Hand. whose misdeeds are not sufficiently serious to



democracy, economic 124 department

living that stresses individual woith and the

integrity of the human peisonality, In which

a plane of mutual respect, coopciation, tolei-

ance, and fair play

demonstration school: a campus or off-campus
school that, m the program of teacher educa-
tion, presents activities of learning, insti notion,

eto., planned for the put pose of illustrating

methods, techniques, or experiments in school-

work, featuring such denioiistintioiis lather than



department, academic 125 department chairman

department, academic: a division of an institution gram of studies for the preparation of teachers,
of higher education winch is responsible for (2) tho department of a teacher-preparing
instruction in tho thooiy and Bpeeial knowledge institution offering courses in methods and prin-
of such subjects ns literature, languages, science, ciplcs of teaching, as distinguished from the
English, and mathematics and in which emphasis academic departments,
is on “pure” knowledge as distinguished from
technical and vocational courses or applied department, personnel: a grouping of offices and

knowledge. agencies witlun an institution that deal with the
advising and counseling of students, partioulaily

department, accounting: (1) tho division of the with lespect to personal and academic matters,
school administration that is responsible for and with a wide variety of other sorvices that
administering the accounts and other financial may include almost all servicos to students
records, (2) the department of a college or except actual classroom instiuction
secondary school that teaches oourees in account-

ing and related subjects. department, purchasing: the division of a school
organisation that has the lesponsibility of buying

department, adult-education: an administrative all needed materials
unit in a school, university, college, or voluntary



department head 126 descriptive statistics

chairman is elected by the members of the depot! a designated school bus stop for receiving

department.) or discharging pupils,

department head: a faculty member who, in depreciation: loss in service life of fixed assets,

addition to performing the usual duties of teach- attributable to wear and torn through uso and





development 128 development, specificity of

development: (1) growth or change in structure, I development, mental: (1) the progressive growth

function, or organization, constituting an and organization of the mental functions ami

advance in size, differentiation, complexity, I psychological behavior of the individual, fiom

integration, capacity, efficiency, or degieo of
|

the pienatoi stage to mntunty, (2) the stage



developmental deviation about the median

developmental: pei taming to, or characteristic of,

the proceas of development: a general term
applied to many types of ago, growth, or instilla-

tion, such as mental, anatomical, physiological,

educational, 01 social.

developmental approach : a method of teachingm
which the learner is led to the pioper conclusion

by means of a slop-by-atcp thinking process,

developmental direction, law of : the doctrine that

growth of the body proceeds in the oephalo-

caudal (liieotion (fiom the head downward) and
proximodistally (fiom the mid-lino outward) in

the extiemities. (This law also applies to the

assumption of postural and motor control.)

developmental exercise; see exercise, develop-

mental.

developmental growth: see growth, develop-

mental.

developmental lesson: see lesson, develop-

developmental psychology : see psychology, devel-

opmental.

developmental reading: see reading, develop-

tho deviation of each item from the measure of
central tendency, summing these deviations, and
dividing by tho number of items, equals 0.7970a
in a normal distribution, frequently taken about
the median because its value is a minimum when
so taken, but is not to be confused with the
median deviation. Syn. average departure;
average error; average variation, mean absolute

variation.

deviation, concomitant: syn. deviation, con-
current.

deviation, concurrent: a deviation in the same
direction as the corresponding deviation for the
same individual in the other variable. Syn.
concomitant deviation.

deviation, mean: (MD) syn. deviation, average.

deviation, mean square : syn. variance.

deviation, median: (Md D) the median of tho
absolute values of tho deviations about some
measure of central tendenoy; sometimes im-
properly called probable error. (In a normal
distribution, the median deviation is equal to
0 6746a and to the quartile deviation.) Syn.
median error; diet. /, deviation, average.









directed reading activity 133 director of personnel

directed reading activity: see activity, directed

directed study: see study, directed,

directed-study period: see period, directed -study,

directed teaching : see teaching, directed,

directed thinking: see thinking, directed.

ing that stiesses the use of the spoken language
prim to work in rending or wiiting, without
reference to the Btudent's native tongue if the
language is foieign.

director of admission: a college or university
officer who decides on the applications of new
students for admission to tho institution, in
accordance with policies established by the



director of physical education

»r of physic

discipline, military

,al education: the administrative

head of physical education, especially 1 equircd

service programs, in a school or oollege.

director of placement : the head of a special de-

partment responsible for assisting students to

secure pait-tnne employment while m college

and full-time employment on leaving college

director of practice teaching: see director of stu-

dent teaching.

director of pupil personnel * the school official who

direct relationship : aj/n correlation,

direct sampling: see sampling, diroci

direct tax: ace tax, direct,

direct teaching • sen teaching, direct,

disability: ai/n. handicap.



discipline, scholastic 135 discrimination, zero

of all military loyalties, orders, and regulations} I discrimination, depth: apprehension of the die*

(3) ti anting afforded by military education, tance of an object fiom the observer, of the rela*

particulfu ly as it pertains to conduct and rela- I tion between given objects and the observer, or



discursive reasoning

poor students; thus, an extremely easy question

that is answeied perfectly by tho entire group or

a very difficult Item that is failed by the entire

group 19 said to possess zero dieerimination.

Dist. /. discrimination, negative; discrimina-

tion, positive.

discursive reasoning : see reasoning, discursive,

discussion: an activity characterized by adher-

ence to a topic, question, or problem about which

the participants Binceroly wish to aruvo at a

decision or conclusion; frequently used as a

learning procedure, as in the socialised i (cita-

tion; to be distinguished from debating, m which

the participants seek to prove a point rather than

to discover the truth.

discussion, group: a form of group guidance in

distributed repetition

dismissal report: syn. record, dismissal (1).

disorientation, a condition charaotoiissed by loss

of ability to oompi ohond oneself in one's environ-
ment with reference to location, the approximate

dispersion: the seattoi or variability of tho
obsci vations of a distribution about Homo meas-
uie of ocntial tendoncy (Measures of disper-
sion include tho standard deviation, variance,

probable error, average deviation, quartilc devia-
tion, 10 to 00 percentile range, ote.) Syn. scat-
ter; variation.

dispersion, coefficient of: see coefficient of dis-

dispersion, relative : syn. variability, relative.

136





district, consolidated

tively high in numbeT and density and which has

been designated as a local school unit by state

district, consolidated : a school district formed by
the abolition of two or more districts and the

combining of their territory into a single district.

district junior college : see junior college, district,

district library : syn. library, regional,

district meeting : an assembly of the residont legal

votera of the school district, called to elect

officers and to transact business or to decide
educational mattms of local importance.



division facts 139 dominance, social

a unit of a college or university consisting of a I document : (1) in a general sense, any publiea-
combination of years, as the junior division, com- I tion, (2) more narrowly, a publication by some
prising the first 2 yeais; (3) n blanch of the I branch of the government; f3) in- historical

college oi univeisity, either instructional or non- I research, one of tho sevoial typos of original





dramatic rhythm 141 drive, secondary

dramatic rhythm: an activity involving the

interpretation and acting out of an idea or story

rhythmically, with 01 without musical acoom-
panimont

dramatics : (1) the activities of any organisation

devoted primarily to the creation, preparation,

and production of plays; (2) activities in the

oroation, prepiuation, and production of plays

as a part of classioom work.

drawfng, schematic; (1) a preliminary plan or
diagram; (2) an imaginative or symbolic typo
of expression practiced by ldndorgaiteii and
primary-grade children befoie loaohing the stage
of repioscntative expression, or realism. See
drawing, prorepresentative

; schema,

drawing, trade: syn, drafting, trade,

dressage: dres'oj; Fi. dres’&zh'; (Fr., lit
, "tiam-

mg") (behav psych ) a term used by Bechterov



driver, pupil 142 dynamics

driver, pupil: a pupil who a ltends the publio high I uncommon in tho United States. Conlr. w
school and who operates a sohool bus.

driver, student : a college student who operates

a sohool bus.

driver, substitute : a bus operator avadablo for

irregular employment,

driver clinic : see clinic, driver.

unit-control system (3).

|

dualism : in general, any system of thought that
recognises two ultimate independent or irre-

ducible principles, such as mind and matter or
good and evil, commonly tho designation of the
philosophical doctrmo of tho fundamental sepa-
ration of mind and mattor or body anil soul,







5 alien education,

iceshlp ; see ap]





educational equalization

educational equalization: see equalization, e<

effective weight

attack on the problem of curriculum rt

which analysis is made of the shortcomil

existing educational system and mat



efficiency

efficiency: the ability to achieve desired results

with economy of time and effort in relation to the

amount of work accomplished.

efficiency of plant - (1) the effectiveness with which

a plant lends itself to use; (2) the degree of

efficiency of prediction: see index of forecasting

efficiency principle : a term used by Paul Mort and
others to designate the concept that tho state

148 elective, group

ego dystonic- die ton'ik; unacceptable to tho ego
Ant. ego syntonic.

ego Ideal: a standard of personal perfection
envisioned thiough self-identification with a
personality conceived as ideal—a personality

Btantly approached.



elective, restricted 149
’ eminent domain

elective, restricted: a subject that a student may I

choose from among a limited number of specific

elective music : see music, elective,

elective office : a position in a school system filled

by public election, usually loi a stipulated peiiod

of time. Dtsl /. appointive office,

elective system: (1) the pi notice of permitting a

student to make oeitam choices in planning his

school program; (2) formerly, the practice of

permitting each student to determine his own
progiam (in a few schools, graduation was based
meiely on the number of courses taken, m other

schools, election of courses was permitted only

6 yeais to complete the work provided. Svn.
sir-grade elementary school,

elementary school, summer: a school offoiing

instruction for ehildien of elomentaiy-school age
dmmg the summer months when the regulai

school is not in session.

elementary school, university: an elemental}'

school, usually on a univeisity campus, used by
the univeisity for expel imental, pai ticipation

,

demonstiation, or practice teaching purposes
in the pieparation of elementary teacherR, super-

visors, and principals See laboratory school,

elementary-school board: see board, elementary-







entire correlation 152 equal-additions method

entire correlation, syn, correlation} total. chological, or cultural—on the development,
stiuctuie, and behavior of any living organism
(particularly man) and tending to minimize
heredity as a causal factor.

be carried out either by the addition *
1









ethics, idealistic

teachers and parents, and between teachers and
their employing public trustees*

ethics, idealistic, the theory that the true norms

perfection, both personal and social, with special

emphasis on the superorgamc, rational, and
spiritual elements involved. Conti. v>. ethics,

materialistic.

ethics, materialistic: the theory that the true

norms and proper goals of conduct are physio-

logical well-being, material oomfoit, and sen-

suous pleasuie. Dist /. Epicureanism, conti . w

156 evaluative therapy

supplies of matoiial goods suoli as foods, cloth-
ing, shelter, ventilation, and light.

I

evaluation
. (1) the process of ascertaining or judg-

ing the value or amount of something by caieful
appraisal, (2) (psyoh.) the process of determining
the relative significance of phenomena 0f the
Bame sort in terms of some standard

; (3) the stop
in diiectcd etudy in which teacher and pupils
appmise the progruss made m the study of a
subject or unit

evaluation, institutional : the process of studying
and analyzing the btiengths and weaknesses of



evening class 157 examination, physical



examination, qualifying 168 exemption, homestead



expenditure, capital

exempting a homestead from attachment or

sale under execution for general debts,

exemption, tax : a freedom from taxation enjoyed
by the Federal government, the states, and
religious, educational, and charitable corpora-
tions under oertain conditions based on funda-
mental law or statutes.

exemption census file: see census flic, exemption,

exercise : a structural unit of a test, usually com-
posed of items of a single sort and governed by a
single set of directions,

exercise, action : a reading exercise requiring some
type of overt response, such as demonstration,

(as when the exercise consists of a single problem
in arithmetic) or with the test (as when the test
consists of a single set of true-false questions).
See item.

exercise, vocabulary: (1) a teaching or learning
experience that concentrates on word recogm-

matching. completion, or multiple-choice test,
which measures power in word discrimination,

exercises, context: phrases, sentences, or para-
graphs containing the words of a spelling lesson,
to be used as a test or as practice material,

exhaust ventilation : see ventilation, exhaust.







experimentalism. 162 extension, agricultural

experimentalism: a term frequently used to

designate the pragmatic educational philosophy

of John Dewey and his followers, which accepts

only the expeumcntal techniques of soienee as

the valid test of beliefs and practices. See

instrumentalism.

experimental method; (1) the method or proce-

exploratory movement t any movement of reach-
ing or manual or oral manipulation that serves

to acquaint the young infant with the character-
istics of objects.

exposure: the admission of light to a sensitized

surface (film, glass, or paper) in taking or print-
ing a photograph.



extension, director of 163 extension service, state

reading courses, and sometimes farmers' insti-

extension, director of : see director of extension,

extension, educational . the general expansion of

extensionalization : (1) the relating of verbal state-

ments or other symbols to facts or reality;

(2) defining teims nonverbally by "acting out,”

exhibiting, or pointing to what they represent;

(3) the general process of abstracting by going



eye-hand span

extension work : instructional activities of a col-

lege or university other than those connected

with the instruction of students on the campus,

involves correspondence study, classes given for

part-time students off the campus or at unusual

hours on the campus, and similar instructional

arrangements. See extension work, cooperative

extracurricular
;

s program, extra-

:trafoveal vision : see vision, ea





face sheet: a blank form, used as pait of a ease

jccoul, on which are placed a few outstanding

facts, particulaily those most useful for the

identification of the family,

face-to-face group : tec group, face-to-faco.

face value: ayn. mid -point,

facial asymmetry: a condition characterized by
lack of struotuial uniformity in the opposite

sides of the face.

facilitation: the reinforcement of one stimulus-

response mechanism by another, such that a

response of heightened intensity is made to the

first, though the second is not aotivo, for ex-

ample, a dog that has shown no interest in eating

his dinner may begin to eat greedily when
another dog appioeohes.

facilitation, social : (1) such augmentation of the

efficiency of a performance as may result from

having it take plaoe in a social setting, that is,

in the presence of othei people; (2) the effect of

contributory Boeial stimuli on the response to a

stimulus or situation, whether through increas-

ing the readiness to respond or through augment-
ing the intensity of the response, for example,

a shy child leBponds eagerly to an invitation

to play ball because other children are already

playing the game.

fact-finding study ‘ sea study, fact-finding,

factor (1) (genet.) the determiner of an inherit-

able oharactei
,
ayn gene; (2) (psyoli ) one of the

forces or conditions that, acting together or

separately, produce a given icsult; (3) (stat)

any one of the quantities that are multiplied

together to form a product; (4) (stat.) any trait or

variable considered in an investigation; (8)

(stat,) a oause or determinor, common to several

variables, that may be used to account for the

correlations among the variables,

factor, common : a factor that is present in more
than one test in ft battery,

factor, experimental: any factor that is deliber-

ately varied in an experiment in order that its

effects may be studied

factor, general: a factor that is present in the
variances of all the tests in a battery; the first

factor exti acted from a sot of positively cor-

i elated tests by (n) any of the eentroid methods
of faotormg; (6) by the bifnetor method; (c) by
Hotelling's iterative process; (d) by Spearman's
tetrad methods. (The ctenoral factors deter-

mined by these motliods from a particular
correlation matrix are not the same factor.)

factor, group : a factor that is present in more than
one tost in a battery but not in all.

factor, nonexperimental : any factor not deliber-

ately introduced or varied in an expeument but
that may be present.

factor, overlapping specific ; ayn. factor, group,

factor, primary : a factor that satisfies the criteria

of simple structure.

factor, randomized: any faoior assigned by
ohanco methods to groups or individuals in an
experiment

factor, selective, the component of a total situ-
ation that is the primary factor on which selec-
tion depends

factor, specific: a factor that is present in only
ono test of a battery, (The difference between
the reliability of a test and lie communftlity is

the square of the specific-factor loading on the
test.)

factor, unique: a faotor that defines the unique
variance of a test. (The unique variance of a
test is the part of its variance that can be
accounted for by factors not shared with any
other tests in the battery.)

factor analysis: a method of analyzing tests or
tho correlations of tcBts for ono of two purposes,
(a) to describe the test correlations with the
smallest possible number of factors or (i) to
discover tho nature of the underlying processes
that determine the test peiformanccs. (These
two purposes frequently lead to different factorial

methods and different faotoiial lesults.)

factorial design: see design, factorial,

factorial matrix: a table in which are given the
faotoi loadings of each variable for every factor,

factory: a building or group of buildings where
raw or processed materials aie changed Into
finished products ready for tho consumer by
means of tools, machine proooBses, and indi-

vidual operations,

factory method: (ind. arts) tho organization and
administration of school exporionce aocoiding to
trade and industrial standards. Syn. produc-
tion method.

factory training; ayn. training, plant,

factual book : see book, factual,

faculty: (1) tlio body of persons responsible for

administration and instruction In a school,
oollogo, or university; (2) the teachers of an
educational institution; (8) a branch of learning
or mstruotlon in a univorBity, as the faculty of

arts and sciences or law,

faculty adviser: seo adviser, faculty,

faculty athletic committee; aea athletic com-
mittee, faculty.





168 feeble-mindedness, subcultural

CJ.-
|

fear • an emotional response characterized by









fireproof constructs





follow-up record

phrases, numeialB, or combinations of numerals

for computation; used as an aid to learning, the

teacher holding eaoh card up for the class to sec

for a brief interval.

flash device: any instrument or machine that

exposes printed matter to a reador or rendeis

under time control,

center of a lens to the point at which parallel

rays passing through the lens will converge at a
point; (2) the distanco fi om tho eye to an object
neoessaiy to bung tho object into clear focus on
the retina. Syn focal distance,

focus: the point at which light rays converge
after refi action.





formal mathematics 176 Fowler phenomenon

formal mathematics : see mathematics, formal. I foster child: see child, foster.

manner in which learning material Is organised

and presented; often used to signify a method of

instruction utilising the five formal steps of

Herbart.

formal proof: see proof, formal,

formal recitation: eyn. recitation, formalized,

formal steps : eyn. five formal steps,

formal study: see study, formal,

formal subjects : see subjects, formal,

formative period: a period (sometimes hypo-

thetical) in eaily growth duting whioh tho course

of development or behavior is most susoeptlble

to modification through environmental influ-

ences and tho main lines or limits of subse-

quent growth, development, op learning are

form board: the general term for a number of

devices used in administering standaidized

performance test?, for example, a board with

holes arranged in a geometrical pattern, Into

which the testeo is required to fit pegs,

form-board test: see test, form-board,

form discrimination : see discrimination, form,

forming products : the third stage in the develop-

ment of a unit of teaching in art, the preceding

stages being orientation and dawn,

formula: (1) an algebraic statement of a rule for

computation, (2) a computational (aw expressed

in symbols.

formula, derivation of i ass derivation of formula,

formula, empirical : a symbolic representation of

the observed results of experimentation,

formula, fundamental : (1), a formula pertinent to

the foundation of tho science in question; (2); a
formula that serves as thohWW of a system,

formula, graph of a - see g»pb of a formula-

formulation ; tho organization of al); the pertinent
components of any particular project into a clear
and concise pattern.

fortuitous error : eyn. error, compensating,

forum : a form of adult education utih.zipg a lec-

ture or lectures and providing an opppjrtuflity (or

audience participation, See pane).

'

forum, neighborhood : a discussion group usually

confined to a relatively looal clientele.

in which a oluld may be placed for rearing, with
or without adoption.

foster-home placement: tho assignment of clul-

dion to private homes not those of their natural
parents.

foster mother: a woman playing a maternal role

with lospeot to a child that is not her own
offapiing.

foster parent: a person who legally and officially

assumes tho responsibility of leaiing a child and
who takes the place of the child’s leal parents,

foundation, ecclesiastical: any of a numbei of

incorporated oharitablo funds of an established

church,

foundation, educational : a philanthropic founda-
tion devoted to a purpose deemed educational
by the courts. Sea foundation, philanthropic,

foundation, philanthropic: a legally chartered,

oleomosynary fund, administered by a separate

and independent board of control and of which
the income or principal (or both) is dedicated to
piomoting the well-being of mankind, includes
educational foundations.

foundation, semidetached: a foundation whioh is

an integral part of some institution such ns a
college or hospital but of whioh the trustees,

while oonnooted with and subordinate to the
parent institution, exercise some measure of

autonomy in administoiing the foundation; the
income and/or principal of the foundation is >

used by or through the institution with winch it

is affiliated; adopted as a legal device by many
universities for pooling the income from the
research activities of professors for use in further

research,

foundation advisers eee adviser, foundation,

foundation grant: see grant, foundation,

foundation program: see program, foundation,

foundlings an infant found after its unknown
parents have abandoned it.

fourfold tables see table, fourfold.
.

your-Jf (fiubi a oiuh of boys and/or girls organ-
ised wdou tho eooyerative aorimlfural extension

work system (or training in agriculture and homo
economics, the improvement of farm and home
practices, and tho development of rural leader-
ship. (The (our H's stand for head, hand, heart,,

and health.)
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functional





separate sounds into words.
pupil WU .

fusion, binaural: bin-8'ral; the mental proocss of I analysis of adult w)





genital levelgeneralization, law of 184

specific instances, or the statement of a general

conclusion so foumed; (2) (psych.) the state

of widespread involvement of an orgonism in

response to stimuli , applies to lack of specificity

of sensory-motor mechanisms, whether incident

to matin ntionnl or to learning sequences; see

generalized -to-speclfic.

generalization, law oft the principle that as a

factor, element, 01 quality is identified or dis-

eoveied in a variety of situations it tends to

he identified less and less with specific oi

particular situations, thus the spread of training

is the 1 esult of the power of generalization,

generalized growth curve: see curve, generalized

growth.

generalized response: see response, generalized,

generalized-to-specific : a principle of develop-

ment according to which an organism at firat

manifests extensive responses to stimuli, the

i espouses showing progiessive restriction or

localization as development and refinement

proceed.

general language : see language, general,

general library : see library, general,

general mathematics: ayn, mathematics, general,

general methods course : see course, methods,

general music : see music, general.

Blow that analyzes tho procedure in learning
as follows (I) the act, (2) obseivalion of the
act; (3) analysis of the mftiiio of the act from
the point of view of significance, consequences,
implications, and relations,

genetic method: (1) tho method of study or
investigation that aims to throw light on a
given state or condition (especially a psycho-
logical state) by tracing tho developmental
proeuisors; (2) any method helping to identify
or discover the role of heredity, and pai ticularly

the causation of a given state or condition,
sometimes restneted to tho method of e\pen-
mental breeding, as distinguished from cyto-
loglcal or evolutionary investigation,

genetic method, cross-sectional : a technique for
approximating the longitudinal genetic method
based on simultaneous compel ison of the level
of development reached by groups of different

ages, with a view to studying the lines or tiends
of development. See genetic method; genetic
method, longitudinal,

genetic method, longitudinal : a technique of tho
genetic method, based on regular, relatively
frequent, lyid ropoatod measuiomonts oi

observations of the same individual or group
of individuals, oonduoted over a oonsidoiablo
period of tlmo for tho purposo of studying the
lines or trends of development. See genetic
method; genetic method, cross-sectional,







t; largely replaced in
e-point or some other

;; (2) eyn, percentile.









graphovocal method group, pressure

graphovocal method: a remedial-reading proce-

dure in which a child is taught to write and pro-

nounce words as a method of developing ability

to recognize them as symbols for sounds,

graph paper : s;/n. cross-section paper,

grass drills :
physical conditioning exorcises such

gratuitous instruction: see instruction, gratui-

gravity ventilation: see ventilation, gravity,

great-man theory : the theory that assumes that
all events of social and historical significance are

brought about largely through tho influence of

notablo persons and can best be studied through

characteristics that bring them into physical or

intellectual contact and communication; (2) a
group with a common set of concepts, usages,

and techniques for satisfying basic needs, that is,

with a common social hentage of major propor-

group, derivative : sun. group, secondary,

group, discussion: one of several groups into

which a classm adult education may be divided,

consisting of a relatively small number of stu-

dents who assemble to talk over and study por-

tions of subject matter previously suggested 01

to piepaie jointly a report on some topic of

group, experimental: (1) the ons of two groups



group, primary group work

group, primary: (1) the family; (2) syn. group,

face-to-face; contr. w. group, secondary,

group, racial: (1) a group of persons bound to-

gether by consciousness of membership in the

same race, (2) less strictly, on aggregate of people

belonging to a given race,

group, secondary: (1) a group, other than the

family, jn which membership is held, (2) a

number of individuals having some similaiity or

community of inteiests, not necessarily aware

of one another personally, and not living on

tennis of intimacy or of fioquent informal con-

tact, foi example, the inhabitants of Brooklyn oi

the leaders of Tho New York Times. Syn.

coacting group; derivative group; diet. /. group,

face-to-face; group, primary,

group, social: a collection of human bomgs or

other organisms living in relative proximity and
intimaoy, having some community of aims and
interests, and responding to one another and to

grouping: (1) (atat.) the process of combining all

tha observations that fall within a given range,

which is bounded by the class limits, into a Bmglo
group, wluoh is then usually ti eatod either as if

all the observations In tho group had the same
value or as if the obsoi vatoons were distnbuted
evenly over the interval; (2) tho act or process of

classifying pupils for instructional purposes,
usually in class groups, (3) formally used
synonymously with grading, (4) (sp.) the act of

placing together i elated woids for purposes of

presentation to pupils according to sonic
standard such ns common difficulty, meaning,

grouping, ability : a system of grouping in which
pupils are separated into sections according to
their gcncial ability or their competence in a
given field of study; usually dotei mined, in

academic subjects, on the basis of school marks
or the results of standardized tests of intelligence

and achievement, oi a combination of the two,





guessed average guidance, pre-high-school



guidance, pseudo 195 gymnastic apparatus

before groups of pupils, trips to the general and I guidance questionnaire : see questionnaire, guid-
special high schools, and individual counseling, I ance.

guidance, pseudo : incomplete, incorrect, or false
|

guidance readiness : see readiness, guidance.











hearing loss Herbartian movement

tion, includes ear tubes and ear trumpets, as

well as more modern devices that utilise elec-

trical amplifiers; variously termed hearing device,

hearing appliance, hearing mutniment, eto.

hearing loss : any deficiency in auditory range or

acuity, varying from slight impairment of hear-

ing to total lack of ability to hear,

hearing on charges : a hearing at which an accused

I Hegelianism: ho ga'li'onus’m; ho>jS'-; the phi-
losophy of Hegel (1770-1831), an attempt to
combine in one closely reasoned system the
modern insistence on subjectivism, freedom,
nature, and the tempoial, with the classic and
medioval emphasis on objectivity, universality,
purposivenoss, and the eternal; regards spnitual
activity as an absolute that is the ultimate basis
of all being and meaning, tho reality of which is



high school, accredited





high school, traditional

subjects as bear on the understanding and frequency histogram; disf. /. historigram;

mastery of the trade itself; frequently limited conir. w. polygon, frequency.

histogra“' freauency: sm-

- - - ,,, , , . . histogram, percentage: a graph in which the





home-condition report 205 home-visitor counselor

home-condition report: see report, home-

home contact : any moans of connection or com-
munication between school and homo, auoh as a

written report or visit by a toachor,

home-demonstration agent : see extension worker,

county.

home-demonstration club: see club, home-

home duties: (1) those lesson assignments which
pupils must perform at homo; syn. homework;
(2) any task or responsibility imposed by
parents on their ohildren,

home economics: the science and art of home
living, including the areas of homemaking,
family and social relationships, coonomio
efficiency, and civic responsibility,

home economics, boys’: courses dealing with
personal and home-living problems, planned to

meet the needs of boys.

home reading : see reading, home,

home reading course : see course, home reading,

home report: syn. report to parents,

home room: (1) in a semidopartmentalizcd school
(usually an elementary sohool), a room presided
over by a Bingle teacher to which a class is

assigned as a group, to which the class repoits

morning and aftornoon for chocking attendance
and healing announcements, in which is given
instruction having geneial educational value,

os distinguished from instruction in speeifio

subjects, and to which the class “belongs";

(2) in a completely depaitmentalized sohool, a
room presided over by a single teacher to which
a class is assigned for purposes of checking
attendance and similar administrative details

and in which educative home-room activities

home-room advisor : see home-room teacher,

home-room advisershup: see advisexsbip, home-

home economics, vocational : a term sometimes
used to designate a program of cduoation for



homework



hormic psychology 207 humidity, absolute

‘ hormone: tho active principle, Beoreted by _

part of the body (usually a duotloss gland),

that, earned by the blood stream, affects or

controls cellular activity in other parts of the
body. See gonad.

hornbook a device once used in colonial American
'schools foi the teaching of primary reading,
consisted of two sheets of printed or written
material glued to either side of the blade of a
paddle-shaped pieoo of wood and protected by
thin layers of transparent cow horn.

hospital school : a hospital or guesthouse providing
shelter, physical care, and instruction for

children, the earliest known sohool of this type
being found among the Eastern Christians i

housing, teacher
: (1) living accommodations for

teachers provided by the agency supporting a
sohool; Bee teacherage; (2) dwelling Quarters
for teachers.

housing bureau: as

living quarters for

membeis and other <

studem
nployec:

how-to-study course : see co

human ecology : see ecology, human,

human geography: see geography, human,

human infant: see infant.

rnd for faculty

how-to-study.

imanism: (1) in general, any philosophy that
mphasizes the dignity or interests of human
lemgs or tho importance of man in relation to





its logical conclusions and compare
known facta, (3) a tentative theoi

explain certain known conditions

guiding further research.

I

hysterical deafness! sun. deafness, psychic (1)

hysterical paralysi s : see paralysis, hyi



of form (ideas, patterns, deity, oto.) that is real,

eternal, self-explanatory, self-moving, intelli-

gible, and purposeful, on whioh all finite beings
and activities—including human knowledge
and morality—are dependent both for their

existence and for their meaning; sometimes
referred to as iilcaiam; (2) (medieval Christian)
a development of traditional Greek idealism
as expounded by St. Augustine (a.d. 354-430)
and St. Thomas Aquinas (a.d. 12267-1274?),
differing essentially from the Greek view in
its insistence on the doctrine that personal
deity is the ultimate reality; often oalled realism,

(3) (modern) the philosophical doctrine or

activities, the amount of transfer varying
according to the number of oommou factors,

identical twins : syn. twins, monozygotic,

identification; (1) the appropriation into tho

self of the characteristics of an admit od group
or person, (2) the act or process of classifying

tho self with n group or person, usually thoso

admired; (3) the act of gaining satisfaction

through tho achievements of the persons or

groups with whom one has classified himself.

See introjectlon.

identification test ; tee test, identification.
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imago incoordination, motor

social studies; may designate one of a variety

of practices that range in quality and purpose
Irorn those appi oximatmg the preliminary
reoonnaissanoo survey, as used m geographical
roseaich, to protended sight-seeing trips.

imprest fund : see fund, imprest,

improvement over chance : see index of forecasting
efficiency.

improvement project: see project, improvement.





index, transportation saturation 214 individual

index, transportation saturation- a figure that
|

index of precision : (h) a measure of the extent to

represents the extent of existing pupil-transpor- I which a given set of observations olustors about





infinitesimalindustrial arts, elementary 216

of eduoation dealing with Bocioeoonoimc

problems and occupational opportunities, in-

volving cxpeuenco with a -wide range of mate-

typical of an mdustuul society! (3) a phase of

the educational piogiam concerned with

oiienting individuals through study and experi-

ence to the technical-industrial side of society

foi the puipose of enabling them to deal more
intelligently with ^oonsumois’ goods, to^ he

more effectively and cnjoyably, to have a

greatei appreciation of material culture, and

infantile complex: see complex, infantile,

infantile complexes: (psyohoan.) a broad term
including both tho Oedipus and the Electra

Infantile paralysis: the common designation of
poliomyelitis. See poliomyelitis.

Infantile sexuality: (1) (psychoan ) a condition
in psychoscxual development, obtaining noi-
mally in tho fiist yeiu or two of life, in which
eiotic satisfaction is denved fiom the stimula-
tion of oeitaui cutaneous zones such aR the
bps, as well as fiom tho genitals, or fioni certain



infirmary initial-blend theory

quantity whoso absolute value becomoB smaller

than any preassigncd number, howovor small.

Contr. 10 . finite (2).

Infirmary: a hospital or a place offering Bomo
hospital sorvioes, usually associated with a

particular o> ganissation or institution Buch as a

inflection: the pattern of uso and fall of pitch

and vaiiation in loudness in continuous phona-

tion, used to give shades of meaning to words

and phrases

informal geometry : see geometry, informal.

informal hearing: (1) a ease brought before the

juvomlo court judge In which formal action

is not taken and foi which no foimal court

icooid appears; (2) a case brought unofficially

befoie officials of the attendance department

may be Bhown to be due eithor to lack of domi-
nance or to multiple faotors independently
inherited. See character {3).

inheritance, collateral: (genet.) the inheritance
of a given ehaiaotenstic or set of characteristics
from a common ancestor by collaterally related
mcmbeis of the same family, as when two
cousins inherit a characteristic from one of

then common giandparonts. (Ordinarily used
in connection with recessive rather than domi-
nant chaiactenstics

)

Inheritance, law of ancestral: the postulate,
fonnulated by Francis Galton (1822-1911),
that one-quarlcr of any individual's charac-
tenstics aie derived from each parent, one-
sixteenth fiom each grandpaient, etc

inheritance, maternal (genet ) that which is

inherited from the mother and not affected by
inheritance from the father. Contr. w. Inherit-



initial contract 218 institute, district

the following vowel to produce a fundamental I inspection, building: (1) examination of buildings

sound, such as ca in catch. See final-blend during construction to determine whether they

' 5
'

, ,
I specifications; (2) examination of buildings

initial contract: see contract, initial. aml equipment when in use to determine





instruction, elementary

instruction, elementary: (1) instruction given

m the elementary grades, (2) instruction in the

first pnnciples of any body of subjoct matter,

instruction, ethical: instruction having to do

with morality and good conduct. S]/n< Moral

instruction.

instruction, visual: instruction in which a great
variety of illustrative materials such as lantern

as aids m pupil understanding 01 appreciation,

instructional adjustment: see adjustment, m-







interaction: (1) (philos ) a relation between more
or lesa independent entities in which reciprocal

influences of one upon the other are possible: a
relation in which either one of two entities may

interest Inventory : see inventory, interest,

interest pattern : the group of things to which one
can easily attend because of previous experience.



internal criticism

are not under the absolute control of a single

pdrson but the woilc of one employee is a cheek

on that of another,

internal criticism: see criticism, internal,

internal environment: see environment, internal,

internal morality: see morality, Internal,

internal motivation: see motivation. Internal,

internal organization : see organization, internal,

internal strabismus syn. squint, convergent,

international house : a dormitory maintained for

I

interpreter : a machine that automatically scans a
punoh card and punts on the card itself the
codod information reooided by the holes punched

interpupillary distance : the distance in millimeters

from the center of the pupil of one eye to the
center of the pupil of the otliei eye; regarded

interquartile range: see range, mterquaitile.

InterscholaBtic athletics: see athletics, inter

-

schoiastic.



interventionist school 225 inventional geometry

interventionist school: a point of viewin economic
thought that takes a position between the
doctrines of the capitalist school and the
socialist school, considering these as: extremes
and believing in the necessity of moderate
regulation and restriction of the principal

agencies of production and distribution of

wealth.

interview: a consultation or faee-to-face meeting,
often involved in guidance activities.

intramural manager: a person, usually a student,
who assists m managing intramural athletic
contests. JSyn. student manager; undergradu-
ate manager.

intramural sports : see Bports, intramural,

intraocular tension: the pressure of the fluids

within the eye.

intrauterine : within the uterus.

intrinsic method : a procedure in teaching reading



inventory

inventory: in the field of evaluation, ft test or

cheek list used to determine the subject's or

examinee’s ability, achievement, aptitude,

interest, or likes, generally in a limited area,

inventory, classroom: a detailed enumeration of

the equipment and supplies
_

assigned to a

classroom.

phonation, breathing, syntactical organisation,

vocabulary, rhythm, etc.

inventory, textbook: a detailed record showing
descuptions, quantities, value, and disposition

of textbooks owned by a school,

inventory report : tee report, inventory.









journeyman

journeyman: a person who has gone through the

stage of apprenticeship and has then been
classified as a skilled mechanic,

journeyman teacher: an instructor with a mini-

mum of 2 or 3 yeaj-s of experience as a novioe

teacher who, although a legular appointee,

junior college, private

of the senior year of high school plus 2 years of

work at college level, or of 3 years of work
at college level; see junior college, tliree-year.

(Ail three types of junior colleges are commonly
classified as jhiMio junior colleges or as private

junior colleges.)

230



junior college, proprietary 231 juvenile probation

selected by public vote or appointed by public I grades 7, 8, and G: less frequently consists of

officials. I grades 7 and 8 or grades 8 and 9

junior college, ^proprietary: a private junior
|

junior high school, segregated: a unit of school







lal procedure

,
or property

oial, poyoho-

onduranee, making it t

to carry consistently
schedule ot work,

laggard: (1) a pupil who









sabbatical





jl'dO; (X) lust or pi

: (3) (psyohoan.)









line marker 244 little theater

factor in ease and speed of reading. (Ninety

millimeters is thought to be the maximum line

length for effective leading of punted matoiial.)

line marker 1 a device for aiding the child to keep

his place in reading; ordinarily, a cardboard

strip placed under the line that the child is

attempting to read.

line of means .- a line joining the actual meani

the several successive columns 01 of the^sovi

calculating the correlation ratio, deviations

Syn. empirical regression line,

line of regression : eyn. regression line,

line of relation: eyn. regression line.

line of vision: a lino extended from the eye of

the writer to the hoiiasontal writing euifacc,

which should be parallel to or should ooincide

with the angle of slant of the writing.

line of writing: the base horizontal lino upon
which all email letters lest and above and below

which all up-and-down strokes extend.

line polygon: syn. polygon, frequency.

lines of progression: planned avenues of pio-

motion in industry, both within departments and

among departments

lingual: n. any sound in which the longue ploys

the majoi artioulatory role

Ungual: adj pertaining to or formed by the

linguistic growth: see growth, linguistic,

linguistic retardation: see retardation, linguistic

linguistics: (alt. form linguistic) the science of

language, philology

linguistic test : see test, linguistic.

linkage : the association of two or more characters

in inhentanoe that sometimes results from

several determining genes. See chromosome;

linkage group: a sot of two or more characters

in Inheutance resulting from the location in tho

same chromosome of the several determining

linoleum cut: an. inexpensive way of making
illustrations by the repioduotion of printing

blocks carved out of linoleum.

Usp, nasal - a strong fiioativo sound produced by
forcing air thiough the nasal passages when a
voiceless m or n is substituted for a; usually

Usp, occluded : substitution of f for a, as in tay for

stieam is moio nearly shut off than m the
substitution of Ih for s. See lisping,

lisping: defective aitioulation of a, z, and eh, with

example, thun for sun, thebra foi zelna, chaiilh
for chans. Syn. paralalia.

lisping, neurotic: (1) any aiticulatory defect
caused by or closely related to a personality
maladjustment, (2) ^faidty pioduction of the

foi saw, due to the letention of geneially
infantile social reaction tendencies

listeners' group: an organized gioup that meets
to hear radio bioadcasts and discuss the subjects
presented.

listening, assigned: listening, outsido of sohool
houis, to radio piograms considered to be of
sufficient educational value to be a worth-while
complement to the instructional procoss and
assigned in place of homework. Contr. w.
radio Ustenlng, in-school.

literacy: (1) striotly, tho baro ability to read
and writo; (2) more broadly, ability to lead
and writo at the level of the aveiogo fourth-
grade pupil. (Tho teim is relative and usually
implies tho comparison of the individual's

ability to read and write with tho average
ability found at his social or economic level,)

Ant. UUteracy.

literacy test : see test, literacy,

literary analysis : see analysis, literary.

Uterary appreciation: see appreciation, literary,

literary censorship: see censorship, literary,

literary material: (1) reading matter of distinct

literary merit; (2) poetry and prose of the essay
or stoiy type, as oontrastod with factual or
informational prose.

_
-

literary reader: eee reader, Uterary.

Uterature, children's ; (1) published reading
matoiial of a superior quality written for

children by expert writers; (2) all printed

matter available for the use of children.

lip reading; the process of understanding what
is said by another porson by observing visual

cues such as movomonts of faoial musolos,

particularly tho lips; an art frequently acquitod
by the deaf and tho hard of hearing. Syn.
speech reading.

Up-reading methods: see audiovisual-kinesthetic

method; Brubn (MUller-Walle) method; Jena
method; Kinzie method; Ritchie method; visual-

hearing method.

lisp, lateral: (1) defective production of tho »

sound, charactetized by an emission of air

through either side or both sides of tho mouth,
as in tho substitution of sh for *: (2) a severe
form of nervous lisping acoompanied by facial

contortions. See lisping.

Utterator: lit'oi H'tOr; ono who taught hoys
between the ages of 7 and 12 in tho lower or
strictly elomontary Roman sohool.

Utteratus: ht'ar-il'tas; a teacher in a Roman
sohool in which all tho liberal arts weio taught.

Little Schools of the Port-royalists: schools of

tho typo first founded Ut tho oonvont of Port
Royal, Franco, in 1643 by tho followers of

Cornelia Janson; operating on tho principle

of Btrict supervision, each Boliool look only 20 1

to 25 pupils and provided a master to take
oharge of each gioup of 5 oi 0 boys; ohildren
enteiod at the age of 9 or 10 and usually re-

mained through the period of adolescence,

little theater
: (1) a community dramatic organiza-

tion of amateurs that produces plays; may



live census file 245 local teachers’ association

occasionally employ professional directors and
actors, (2) a piogiam m dramatics sponsored
by an adult-education agency, may include aid

to community gioups in play production.

“live" program see program, "live.*’

load, aggregate : the total of all duties assigned a
teacher in connection with his weekly program,
commonly measured in units or peiiods of time

load, class: the sum total of the teaoher’s re-

sponsibilities for classroom instruction, usually
computed on a weekly basis,

lead, daily the total load of the teacher duiing a I

typical school day.

load, faculty* the total amount of time spent by
faculty members of a school or school system
m fulfilling the services specified in the contract,

as computed over a given period, suoh as the day,

week, oi month.

load, measurable the pait of the required work
of a teacher that can be measured by means of a

suitable foimula, such as the DouglaBS formula,

load, pupil: (1) in nondepartmental elomentaiy
schools, the number of pupils in tho class; (2)

m departmental elementary and secondary
schools, the median number of pupils met daily

for mstiuotlon by the teacher, or the sum total

of all pupils met by a teacher for both instruc-

tion and study over a period of 1 week, or the
number of different pupils met in a day or week.

d7‘ f
a>Se’’ tvv° °* sub3ect

' extracurricular

loading: the act of having pupils get on a sohool

loading, factor : the satuiation of a test or measure
I

with a faetor.

loading area: a portion of property designated
for use of pupils getting on or off sohool busses,

load pressure: the difficulties encountered in
performing the assigned or voluntary duties of a
teacher m connection with his school woik
measured m terns of distribution of classes,
the amount and time of field work, the amount
of laboratory work, the nature of subjects
taught, and tho need for special preparation
(Some of the load may not lend Itself readily

I loan, classroom: a small collection of books,
usually material on a current school project, sent
to a classroom for a limited period by a publio

loan fund : see fund, loan.

local autonomy: (ed ) the power tho state grants
to local school districts to make many of their
own decisions, administer their own schools, etc.

local Initiative : (1) the freedom and willingness of
a local community to move beyond the estab-
lished minimum educational level set by the
state government, (2) local independence to
decide and act, eepeoially in matters of school
support.



logarithmic chart:

logarithmic graph:

logarithmic mean:

logarithmic scale

:

logic: (1) in gen.



low-speed record 247 lymphoid growth

low-speed record : see record, low-speed.
|

lunacy : a broad term implying mental un-
I soundness; now little employed except in legal

low vision: see vision, low. I documents. See insanity; psychosis.

loyalty: firm attachment or allegiance to an I lunar age : see age, lunar.





maladjustment, personality

naiadjustment, personality: failure of







matching item 262 mathematics, shop

dollar of Federal money expended, the etate I mathematical relation : see relation, mathematical.



mathematics, socialized 253 mean, harmonic

mathematics, socialized: mathematical subject I maturity, physiological: the condition of final or



mean, logarithmic 254 measure, point

i, the haftnome mean of th(

iuld be found as follower

H + H + Ho + Mo _

mean, quadratic : syn. root mean square,

mean, simple arithmetic : syn. mean, unweighted

meaningful axis : see axis, meaningful,

meaningful code : see code, meaningful,

meaningful code number: see code number,
meaningful.

meaning theory of perception: tlie implication
that perception is tho fiist step in differentiating

common factoi in a series of different sensory
expeiiences, differentiation loading to identihca-



measure, predictive 256 measures, grouped

measure, predictive : (1) a score or measure that

or measure (for oxample, a particular score on a
mechanical aptitude test used as a basia for

predicting success in an automotive-trades
course); (2) a correlational relationship be-

makcs possible the prediction of a value on one

or the determined weight of a pupil would be an

which the quantity sought cannot be obtained
directlym terms of the desired unit but must be
calculated from obseivations or readings, for
example, the determination of the area of a







mental evolution

mental evolution : see evolution, mental,

mental examination : see examination, mental,

mental grade • see grade, mental,

mental growth ; see growth, mental,

mental growth unit: see unit, mental growth,

mental health: see health, mental,

mental hygiene : see hygiene, mental,

mental-hygiene inventory: syn. questionnaire,

personality.

mental index : see index, mental,

mentalism: (1) (philos.) the doctrine that mind ia

a fundamental reality, (2) an area 01 school of

are innumerable, including repression, compensa-
tion, defense leactions, etc.)

mental overageness: the state of being older
mentally than is noimal for a given grade; for

example, if mental ages of 0 and CM years are
normal foi entering grade IB, a child with a
mental age of 7 on entering this grade would bo
a half-year overage mentally,

mental philosophy: see philosophy, mental,

mental process: (1) any activity modified,
directed, controlled, or conditioned by exped-
ence; (2) the subjective aocompamment, or
"field propeity,” of certain plotcoses of the
neuiomusoular system.





microscope projector 260 military education

microscope projector : syn. projector, microslide

microslide projector: see projector, mlcroshde.

middle grades: a term commonly applied to

grades 4, 5, and 6, or to any two of these glades,

m an elementary school.

mileage, daily the total number of miles a given

school bus is dnven m a given day.

mileage, deadhead: the distance a school bus
travels empty. ,Syn. empty mileage,

taileage, empty: syn. mileage, deadhead.











motivated schoolworfc



motivating device 266 movable do



movable school multiplication facts

for all keys, the syllables being shifted in position

on the staff as the key is changed; the key
signature determines the position of do, and
accordingly of all the syllables, since their

internal lelationeliips remain constant regardless

of key. (The system is aimed at developing a

I multiple correlation co
multiple correlation,

multiple correlation ra

relation,

multiple-course

oefficlent : syn. coefficient of

atio : see ratio, multiple cor-

an enrichment plan of



multiplication facts, primary 268

multiplication facts, primary: ayn. multiplication

multiplying punch : sea punch, multiplying,

municipal camp • see camp, municipal,

municipal college : see college, municipal,

municipal control: control (of varying degieos)

muscle sense the sense by which one is aware of

the movement, position, or posture of muscles

and bodily members (without the use of other

possibly mechanical, of sense organs in the

muscles, joints, and tendons, Syn. kinesthetic

muscular balance : the condition in which one eye



music, elective myxedem

music, elective : music courses in which, enroll-

j

music, general: that part of the program of
I

the student body of a school, usually embracing

that is inheritable because of a change m tl

determining gene structuie; may be the rear

of a change in a single gone or of ohromoson
ieairangoment, etc See sport,

mutation, somatic: a nonlierifcable mutatic



national library: see library, national,

national norm: see norm, national,

national philosophy: see philosophy, national,

national pupil-teacher index: ace index, national
pupil -teacher.

national school-bus chrome: syn. school-bus
chrome.

national teachers’ association: see teachers’
association, national.

naturally weighted: (stat.) of or pertaining to
any datum or series of data having natural
weight. Sec weight, natural,

natural method: (1) any method of teaching
theoretically based on child nature or on the
laws of loarning; (2) a method of foioign-
languago teaohing based on tho theory that ono
should loarn a now language as a child learns the
mother tongue: instruction is by means of con-
versation in the foreign language, the study of
grammar being introduced very late in tho
course, if at ail.
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of every contingency I nonliterate ‘ syn, primit

N, the total number of . v.
, +1

.nation, thus fsc.Iitat.ng I

n0nme”be
„
rship

_:

£

nonteaching personnel: see personnel, non-
teaching.

nontechnical : a term frequently applied to
praolloal arts education in which stress is laid
on development of manipulative skill, with
minor emphasis on the eoientifio principles



nontransportation normal school, state

nonuiuform scale : see scale, nonuniform



numerical testnormal training class 276

grant degrees. [Historically, the stale normal I the United States territory and that servod to

school usually offered a 1- to 2-year course of I encomage the subsequent land-giant policy foi

training m the science and art of teaching and I public education, sometimes icfenod to as the
sometimes operated a high-school depaitment I Ordinance of 1785 and tho Ordinance of 1787

P^ate. particular dis

normal training class: see class, normal training.
nostaigia ; a t.



numerical trigonometry 277 nystagmus

numerical trigonometry: see trigonometry, nu-

1

nurse, public-school - a nurse employed by the

board of education of a public Bchool system,

who gives part or full time to health work in

the school system.

nurse, school: a nurso employed by the sohool

or by the board of education to render servioes

ho spends only a
ihool; (2) a nurse
lomo or school to

ork.

nutrition: (1) the science of nouiishing the living
organism, that is, of piovidmg adequate food
for its giowth, maintenance, and lepair; (2)

a physical state depending, among other things,

on an adequate diet, assimilation of foods eaten,
and desirable food habits,

nutritional status: the health condition of an
individual in relation to his nutrition, determina-
tion of which involves a study of the individual's
clinical history, hereditary background, and

|

peculiarities of structure and function.

Tllitrtfinn r.lnea* ann. Macs

for the physical,

lleeUial. aesthetic.





observation, directed 279 occupational rating scale

observation, directed: observation guided by a
j

to avoid obstaoles; as yet not fully explained,

specialist or an experienced teaoher (or the
]

but probably achieved through the mterpreta-

purpose of impioving undei standing, study, and
j

tion of other than visual sensations, piinoipally

evaluation of that which is observed. 1 auditory ones.



oculophotometer : a portable Instrument for

photographing the movements of both eyes

during reading! more reoently known as the

Ophthalmograph,

oculus dexter: ok'Q'les dek'stor; (O.D.) (Lat )

right eye,

oculus sinister: ok'ddes sin'is-tor; (0.8.) (Lat)
left eye

oculus uterque : ok'Clles Q-tGr'kwo; (O.TJ.) (Lat,
"eaoh eye") both eyes.

Oedipus complex: see complex, Oedipus,

off-campus school: eyn. affiliated school.

olfactory discrimination: see discrimination,
olfactory.

oligophrenia: ol'i'gO'frG'ni-o; eyn. amentia,

omission: (1) leaving out one or more sounds
or lottois in pionounomg or writing a word, as
histry for history or to for too; (2) any sound,
letter, or group of letters so omitted,

omnibus test: see test, omnibus,

on-call supervision: eyn, supervision, invitational,

one-egg twins: eyn. twins, monozygotic,

one-group experiment: see experiment, one-



one-way vision mirror 281 ophthalmologist

one-way vision mirror: a partly silvered, mirror] operation: (voc cd ) a definite set of machine-tool

that oan be seen through from tho back; used or hand-tool steps forming a convenient “doing



ophthalmology organic psychosis

liseases and refractive rs of the eye. Sun.

ophthalmology! of'thal mol'a ji, the branch of

medical Bcienco that deals with the anatomy,
physiology, and pathology of the eye.

ophthalmoscope : of'thal'mo-skop, an instrument
with a perforated mirror, used in examining

a type of questionnan

oral Inaccuracy: a speeoh defect oharaoteiized
by careless, slovenly articulation and occasional
haphazaid omission of consonants, particularly

isonants. See articulatory defect

oral Inactivity: laok of adequate movement of

bps, tongue, and jaw in the piocess of speaking,
may result m defective articulation, defective

oral instruction : s



orientation weekorganic set 283

organic set: a condition of the organism resulting followed in assigning school giadcs to the
m the creation of a drive, or a potential that secondary-school administrative* unit, such aa
demands resolution toward a goal or a condition the eight-four plan or the six-fchiee-thiee plan,
of balance, (2) the arrangement of the offeimgs of the school

r- „ Mm*****., into subjeot-mafctez departments or specialised









Pan’s pipes parathyroid glands

fined to a small number of subjects of study
but should embrace the widest possible variety

of subjects, especially, the educational philoso-

phy of Comenius, the Moravian educator

(1592-1670).

Pan’s pipes: a simple wind instrument, made of

several hollow reeds of varying length fastened

side by side, and played by blowing across

their open ends; can be prepared and ployed by

parallelism, social and educational: harmony
of the content of the educational program and
current social ideals,

parallel play: see play, parallel,

paralysis' partial or complete loss of ability to
move voluntarily a part or member of the body
normally under voluntary control,

paralysis, hysterical: apparent loss of the power



parent





per capita unitpattern stage in block building 290

pattern stage in Mock building: the stage of

block-play development in which the child

repeats a design, for example, repeating scallops

or piling the same kinds of blocks together, or

makes a balanced symmetrical anangement of

pauper education: education e

pedantry: bookishness or ostentatiousness with
respect to learning, (Applied to scholarship,
it denotes prooooupation with minute matters
of no practical significance. In the teaoher
it denotes rigid insistence on formalism in
instructional pioosdures to the detriment of
the pupil's genuine development as a person.)





performance levels 292 permanent age record

which truth or the right answer is arrived at

performance levels: the stages of performance

that the a'verage or typical child attains at

performance scale : syn. test, performance,

performance test : see test, performance,

perimacular vision: syn. vision, peripheral (2).

period, activity: a unit of time in the daily

period, free-reading: a time provided on the
daily schedule during which the pupil may read
material of his own selection,

period, library: a time set aside in the daily or
weekly program in which pupils have the oppor-
tunity to engage in free reading in a library, to
browse among the books and periodicals, and
are taught the techniques of using a library,

period, planning . a part of the school day used by
teacher and pupils in planning future work or
new undertakings.



permanent census file 293

permanent census file : ayn census file, dead,

permanent cumulative record: ayn. cumulative

permanent fund : see fund, permanent,

permanent grade record: see record, permanent

permanent license : see license, permanent,

permanent record card: see record card, perma-

permanent record system: see record system,

permanent.

permanent salary schedule: see salary schedule,

permanent school census card: see census card,

permanent school census record: see census

record, permanent school,

permanent substitute : see substitute, permanent.

personality, integrated

after the withdrawal of the color stimulus, (2)
the tendency of an idea, sensation, feeling,
emotion, or pattern of behavior to recur or to
oontinue, once begun, and run a temporal
aouise; (3) the abnormal tendency for an

persistently continued, as in echoldUa?

persistence In school: the oontinuanee on the
roll of pupils who have once been enrolled.
(A measure of persistence is the ratio between
all those who enroll in grade 1 for a given year
and those of this group who are retained on
suoeessive years thereafter )

persistence test: see test, persistence,

persistent error: syn. error, constant,

personal culture: see culture, personal,

personal-data sheet: a questionnaire having
questions framed to reveal the individual's
usual reactions or modes of adjustment (intro-
verted, extroverted, neuiotic, etc) to a variety
of social and personal situations.



personality, integration of

personality inventory : see inventory, personality,

personality maladjustment: see maladjustment,

personality study: s

personality test : ae

i study, personality,

test, personality.

relative to all the employees of a sohool system
or educational institution and including such

> items as background, experience, and progress
of each person, position held, remuneration,

t

and occupational success.

personnel record, cumulative : a continuous

,

record, kept up to date, of the student's soholas-
tio progress, personal characteristics and
experiences, family background, aptitudeB,
and interests.





philosophy, geocentric 296 phonetic script

philosophy, geocentric: a system of thought

based on the concept of the earth as the center

philosophy, mental: the philosophy of mind, or

the theory concerning the reality of the ego

and its place in the system of phenomena,

closely allied to psychology.

philosophy, moral . on oldei term for ethics,

philosophy, national: a philosophy that is

essentially based on a national cultural group

and is primanly intended to support the aspira-

tions of that group
,
may place emphasis on the

importance of the nation at the expense of other

philosophy, natural: philosophy dealing with

natural phenomena of the objective woild.

(In the past the term was used to indicate the

subjeots now taught under tlio classification of

philosophy, social. (1) a branch of philosophy

dealing with the Btudy of social institutions,

oustoms, and other phenomena of societal

life and with their ethical implications; the

philosophical aspect of sociology; (2) a sys-

in which the usual nso and fall of pitch and
intensity are relatively lacking,

phonatlon, prolonged- (1) an abnormally long
duration of vocal tones, characteristic of

conditions caused by ceitain lesions in the central

nervous system, (2) any long-o\tondod voiced

phonatlon, staccato: (1) a vocal tone of abnoi-
mally short duration, ehaiactoristic of the speech
of certain persons with lesions of the central

(2) any vocal tone of short duiation

phoneme: fo'nem; (1) a single speech sound,
(2) a group of slightly vaiymg forms of what
is generally considered to be one speech sound
but that vaiy accoiding to stress, rate of

articulation, adjacent sounds, etc
,
foi example,

the r sounds in rat, dry, wry, and bon aw,
though somewhat different in manner of produc-
tion and in sound, all belong to the ) phoneme.

I phonetic alphabet: a system of representing
speech in which each character always refers

to tho same speech sound and each sound is

represented by a single character.



phonetic spelling 297 phylogenetic

phonetic spelling . see spelling, phonetic,

phonetic transcription : the precise recording of

speech by means of a system of written char-

acters, each character representing a single

speech sound

photography, slow-motton : a technique employed
in motion-picture photography to reproduce
on the screen motion that is slower than the
original; to accomplish this, the film is exposed
at a rate faster than normal and is projected at a
normal rate.

rhich

still







playdayplace-study habit

place-study habit: the habit of studying in a

certain place, os in' a room equipped with con-

veniences ior study.

plan book : a book of forms designed for the

recording of systematic statements of teaching

activities scheduled for a designated period of

platykurtic: plat'i-kSr'tik; relatively flat m the
region of a frequency curve near the mode, as

See kurtosis.

platykurtosis :
plat'i-khr tS'sis, relative flatness

of the region of a frequency curve near the mode,



playfield 3

lot either sex or lot both sexes, and intended
to prevent intense rivalry between schools,

playfield: a suitable area used for physical-

education activities such as games and sports.

Sun. athletic field.

playground: areas set, aside and equipped for

playground, district : a recreation ground of such
size as to accommodate athletic fields for youth
and adults and so serve a relatively large area

playground, neighborhood : a playground designed
to serve a limited area in a city and used mainly
by young children.

playground apparatus : such equipment as swings,

climbing poles, teeterboards, bars, and giant
strides on which children play,

playground commission: a committee or board
of citizens organized to promote and control

playground director : see director, playground,

playground supervision; see supervision, play-

playground supervisor: see supervisor, play-
ground.

play lot: a BmgU reoreation ground, usually a
quarter to a half blook in size, and intended for

use by small childien.

play method: a teaching method in physioal

education in whioh instruction is given in the
form of games, relays, or contests,

playroom : a room or small gymnasium in a school

used for physical-education classes or for free

play.

>1 polarity

to hiie the youth for specified work and to
return the age-and-sohooling certificate at the
end of tho youth's employment; (2) the promise
made by tho employer in signing the above-
defined pledge.

Pledge of employment ayn pledge of employer,

pledging: the process of admitting a student as
a neophyte in a fraternity or sorority: a declara-
tion of intention on tho part of the student to
join and of the fraternity or sorority to accept,

plenum ventilation : see ventilation, plenum,

plosive: plo'siv, any one of tho six consonants
p, b, t, d, k, g, characterized by a complete
stoppage of the breath stream at some point,

in the speech mechanism, followed by a sudden

plot: n. a scatter diagram, contingency table, or
chart on whiah certain data have been indicated
by tally marks, dots, or other symbols,

plot: v. (1) to locate and mark, as in filling in a
contingency table, one tally or dot representing
each observation; (2) to indicate the coordinates
of a point by placing a dot in the proper position
on a double-entry chart.

pluralism of groups: divergence of groups and
of group interests, ideas, standards, and codes,
such ns the frequent divergence between codes
of business and political practice and the codes
of omes generally adopted in the schools,

point : a unit equal to Kz meb, used in measuring
the size of type, thus, IS-pmnt type has capi-

tal letters inch high and small letters in

point biserial correlation: see correlation, point
biserial.





position-automatic salary 303

important than knowledge and that reason

rather than memory should be developed. See

Jansenism j little Schools of the Port-royalists.

!

1 three historic stages in philosophy: firBt, tiifO-

s logical, depending an supernatant and divine
. beings for explanation of phenomena, second,

metaphysical, depending on rational entities
'

ns explanatory principles, third, positive, in
which facts and their relations are understood
in their empirical certainty. See Positivism,

postbroadcast evaluation: see evaluation, post-
broadcast.

,
postdoctoral education: study beyond the
doctorate, for the further training of younger
scientists or scholars and the advancement of











principal, elementary-school 308 probability, compound

principal, elementary-school: on executive officer

m charge of the administrative and, sometimes,

the supervisory work of on elementary school;

usually limited to a single school or single

attendance area; may or may not engage in

teaching,

principal, supervising: (1) in some states, the

executive head of oil but tho largest school

systems; ayn. superintendent of schools; (2)

principle of pupil activity: see pupil activity,

principle of.

still picture
'

on on opaque or tiansparent
phologiapluo mateiial.

prlntscript: a stylo of handwriting that consists
in the use of modified foims of the printed
letter, simplified and without ornamentation,



probability, simple

of the separate piobabilities of the occurrence

of each of tlio single events. Syn probability

of compound events; contr. w, probability,

simple.

probability, simple - tho latio (or tho limit of the

ratio, as I he number of trials becomes indef-

initely large) of the numbei of tunes a particular

event can occur to the numbei of times that
all events of the class can ooour Contr. w
probability, compound.

probability, total : tho probability that some event
out of several mutually exclusive events will

happen; equal to tho sum of the piobabihfies

that, each event, taken by itself, will happen,

probability curve : see curve, probability,

probability distribution: see distribution, proba-
bility.

probability function: any mathematical function
used to repioaent a distribution of probabihties,

frequently used to refer to the normal probability

probability integral: (usually lefeiung to the unit

normal •probability curve) the integral of a
probability function betwoen any two hrnits;

the area under a probability ourve between any
two given abscissa values.

probability of compound events : syn. probability,

compound.

probability value ; see value, probability,

probable deviation : syn. error, probable,

probable discrepancy: syn error, probable,

probable error : see error, probable.

problem, two-step

of a pupil on probation, obtained from the school
and submitted at regular intei vals by tho pupil
to the attendance officer who is in charge of the
pupil’e ease; usually resorted to only when the
pupil is quite unreliable.

probation officer: a state or local official who is

responsible for the supervision of peisons on
probation and to whom tho latter must report
at regular intervals.

probation pupil: (1) a pupil plaoed on proba-
tionaiy piomotion, 12) a pupil enrolled in school
but undei the supervisory control of a pi obation
officer from the oourts.

probation report, pupil : (1) a statement relating

to a pupil on probation, prepared for the
mfoimalion of the patent, the piincipal, the
comt, or any other person or agency concerned,

(2) a statistical' summary of data concerning
all pupil probationers.

probation student : syn. student, conditioned,

problem: (1) any significant, perplexing, and
challenging situation, real or artificial, the
solution of which i squires reflective thinking;

(2) (moth.) a question proposed for solution,

involving description of certain challenging
numerical or geometno relations. See problem,
practical.

problem, abstract: a perplexing or challenging

situation dealing with content that is in no way
related to the provious life experiences of the
individual,

problem, art. an undertaking or project in art

to be worked out or solved by a group or indi-

vidual, as a means to learning and growth

309



piofessions in genoittl, (2)

oesional pioptuaiion, experi-

in touching; (3) the lank or

oiler ha8 achieved in the

subject, professional.





program, defensible minimum 312 program, pupil

school personnel are accorded a sequence and ties, (3) that which is being taught or has been

location, (2) a daily chart or plan for the actm- taught by the school or teacher in question,

ties of a classroom or teacher. and the manner of instruction,

program, defensible minimum . (1) the unit cost program, integrated
: (1) a plan of instruction in

of a program of public education that people which the tiaditional boundaries botween subject

living m districts of average wealth havo found fields ale largely ignored and winch is oased

themselves willing and able to support, usually on the development of study units and broad

figured by states and in teims of cost per pupil learning experiences in which cogent matenal
or classroom unit, (2) a unit-cost figure accepted from a number of fields is brought to bear on the

as a reasonable expenditure for public education main problem of each study unit or learning

m a given community, state, or country expenence, (2) a school art progiam in which





progressive 314 projective method

progressive ; n. one who advocates change in the I planned and carried out at school by individuals

direction of improvement rather than adherence
|

from two or more groups, under the guidance

to tradition merely for the sake of tradition, 1 of one or more teachers.







proximodistal development 317 psychology, adolescent

proximodlstal development, law of: prok'si-
1

psychograph : a chart intended to show graphically





psychology, organismic 319 public-address system

psychology, organismic: the interpretation of 1 psychosexual Immaturity: the persistence in

behavior in terms of the structure and function I adult life of the sexual attitudes, emotions, and
of the organism as a whole, emphasises the I behavior of childhood and adolesoence.

role of the anatomical and physiological back- 1 , ... . , , ,

j. il... , i , I vsrchosexuahtr: the Dsvcliological or emotional





punch, reproducing 321 pupil-personnel service

punched into a punch card and automatically
punches the resulting product into the card

punch, reproducing: a machine that, among other

operations, automatically duplicates a. punch
card from another employed as a pattern,

punch, summary: a machino that automatically

pupil activity: ««« activity, pupil,

pupil activity, principle of: the principle that
children leam most readily and retain longest
those things that they learn by themselves of

mentation, and active participation, as con-
trasted with vicarious or externally motivated



pupil station: a seat, chair, or location within a

alassroom, gymnasiums, laboratory, sohool

Bhop, etc,, that oan be used by a pupil,

pupll-statlon utilization: tee utilization, pupil-

pupils’ workshop : see workshop, pupils’,

pupil-teacher index, national : see index, national

pupil-teacher.

pupil-teacher planned curriculum: see curriculum,

pupil-teacher planned,

pupil-teacher ratio: see ratio, pupil-teacher,

pupil transfer: see transfer, pupil,

pupil unit : see unit, pupil.

than blue, while, in dim light, blue appeals
brighter than red.

purpose: (1) a direoted drive toward a goal;

(2) an object or aim that motivates or direots

behavioi.

purposeful activity : see activity, purposeful.

purposive action: aotion motivated by and
directed toward a desired end or goal.

purposive activity: syn. activity, purposeful.

purposive psychology: syn. psychology, hormic,

pursuit movements : coordinated movements made
by the eyes in order to keop a moving objoct
within the field of vision,









radio station, educational rank, decile

radio station, educational: o transmitter operated]

by an educational institution or gioup for the

purpose of broadcasting educational programs
to the public or to certain groups within the
public, a station that has as its solo purpose
the educational type of broadcasting.

I

range, decile : sun. interval, decile,

range, effective : the range of a series of observa-
tions after scattered items widely removed
from the others have been eliminated, a crude

range, lntemercentile : the i anae of scores







reaction, approach 329 reading, choral

reaction, approach : ayn. response, adient.

reaction, avoidance: (1) a reaction designed to

avoid an anticipated expeaence, (2) specifically,

in stutteung, a refusal to attempt a feared word,

whether by substituting another word, remain-

or phonetic analysis; (2) a rapid reader, some-
what careless of details, who concentrates on
meaning rather than on form,

reader, graded: a textbook designed for instruc-

tion in reading at a particular level.







reasoning, eclecticreading vocabulary 332

reading vocabulary: see vocabulary, reading,

readmission: the act of reenrolling a pupil after

he has been dropped from thci school roll,

real class boundary • see class boundary, real,

real class limit : syn. class boundary, real,

realla : rS a'li e; tangible objoots sueh as maps,

charts, coins, and pictures,

realism: (1) (ancient and medieval philos ) the

theory or doctrine that abstiaotions, sueh as

j ustice, love, and the state, known as umversals,

have aotual existence independent of and
antecedent to the specific, individual instances

in which they are manifested or observed; based
on Plato's idealism and opposed to nominalism;

see idealism (2), (2) (modem philos) the

doctrine that objective reality, or the mateual
universe, exists indenendentlv of the conscious

realistic story: a simple narrative in which the
child’s immediate experiences are reflected and
in which the characters solve then difficulties

and seoure their pleasures without the aid of
magic or the supernatural,

reality: that which has aotual existence and is
not imaginary, fictitious, or an appearance,

reality, ultimate: a hypothetical entity held by
phdosophors to underlie the phenomena of
experience and of which the latter aro but tho
eupeifioial manifestations; variously conceived
and described, depending on the school of
philosophy represented. [Monism recognizes
but one ultimate reality, rathei than two {dual-
ism) or more than two (pluralism). Likewise,
idealism legards ultimate reality as a spiritual
entity, while materialism regards it as a material



reasoning, inductive recognition

reasoning, inductive : reasoning that proceeds

'

from known data to a generalization, such as a
j

theory or hypothesis that will explain the

reasoning, mathematical- the organization and
employment of those habits of thought necessary

to make logical deductions and to comprehend

reasoning, scientific: reasoning that is based

m so far as possible on verifiable facts, that

proceeds according to logical principles without

bias or prejudice, that seeks to determine and
evaluate sources of erroi, and that results in a

carefully defined and closely delimited state-

ment, hypothesis, or plan of investigation,

reasoning, syllogistic: reasoning carried on by-

means of formal logic, especially inference from
premises.

reasoning test : see test, reasoning,

recall: the repioduction of former knowledge or

experience that may not bo identified or rec-

by transfer from another school or school system
within the same state. 8yn. transfer in.

receiving teacher: the designation of any teacher

or to whom a now pupil or class has been assigned
for the first time.

reception room: a room connected with the
administrative office of a school, in which persons
wishing to see the principal or other school
official may wait to be received.

recess, school: a period of rest from regular
schoolwork, during which children may engage
in recreational activities largely of a physical

recidivism: ra sid'o-viz'm, a return to criminal
acts or behavior after attempts at cure or
reformation.

recidivist : one who continually returns to criminal
acts or behavior despite effmts at reformation,
specifically, in the United States, one who has
Berved or is serving a second term in prison.



recognition day 334 record, dismissal

recognition day: a day at the end of the school

year when promotions are made, with exercises

giving appropriate recognition to the pupils'

recognition fraternity: ayn, recognition society.

record, accumulative : syn. cumulative record,

pupil’s.

record, achievement: systematically kept data
showing school marks or the results of standard
achievement tests, or both. (The term is

usually applied to these data only when they



j: systematically





sultation; (2) the

of the reference i







regression equation 340 relative perceptual span

the rectilinear correlation coefficient between

the two variables that is used in estimating the

most probable value on one variable fiom a

known value on the other variable,

regression equation, multiple linear: syn. regres-

regression equation, partial: a linear equation for

predicting a criterion or dependent variable

fiom two or moie independent variables, the

coefficients of the Independent variables being

so chosen as to make the Bum of the squares

of the differences between the actual and the

piedicted values of the dependent variable a

minimum, an equation expressing the relation

between a dependent variable and a number of

independent variables.

regression line: the line that describes the rela-

tionship between two variables ; the loous of the

regression equation', the line that is the best

fit to the means of the columns (01 rows) of a

double-entry table, Syn correlation line;

line of regression; line of relation,

regression line, empirical : ayn. line of means,

regression weight: ayn. coefficient of regression

(1).

regressive movement : ayn. regression (3) and (4).

regressive tax: ace tax, regressive,

regular classroom . see classroom, regular,

regular teacher: a teacher devoting full time to

instruction, not serving a probationary or

praotice-teaohing poriod, one officially recog-

nized as a full-time staff Ihember.

rehabilitation: stnotly, the act or procese of

putting into good repair or of restoring to a

reinforcement, autogenous: ft'toj'enos, the

strengthening of an imperfectly established

behavior pattern 01 stabilization of a recently

established one by untutored, “natural”

stimulated by noimal physiological and environ-
mental factois. See development, autogenous,

reinforcement, emotional: (1) the effect of the
Immediate emotional state of tho organism
on the response of the organism to a stimulus
or situation in increasing the energy of tho
response; thus, a man who is alieady angry
may respond violently to a given situation,

whereas he would respond mildly to the same
situation wore he in a calm frame of mind; (2)

the effect of an already established emotional
sot regarding a given type of stimulus m increas-

ing the eneigy of the response to a stimulus of

that type, thus, the dog lover, who has a posi-

tive emotional set toward dogs, may show a
stiong appioach response upon seeing a dog.

reinstatement : (1) the act of readmitting a pupil
to a class aftei lie has diopjied it or been sus-

pended fiom it, (2) the act of readmitting a
pupil to school after he has bssn suspended for a
limited poriod while still being retained on the
roll.

reinstatement, teacher: the restoration to

position of a teachei who has been suspended or

discharged.

rejection: (X) hostility; (2) a state of desiring

to be freed from or to have no identification

with, for example, a parent’s rejection of a child,

related blocks : (voc, ed.) two or more blocks of a
trade having certain common factors of knowl-
edge and skill.







report, age-grade-progress 343 report, library

report, age-grade-progress : a statistical sum-
]

school plant. Including information on work
mary of pupils showing for eaoh grade the I done and general existing conditions and
number of pupils of different ages and the I recommendations for repairs, improvements,







reputation test

reputation test: see test, reputation,

required course: ayn. constant n. (3).

required reading: see reading, required,

required subject: ayn. constant n. (3).

requisition: a demand or lequest foi specified

articles or set vices, usually fiom one depart-

ment to the puichasing officer or to another

requisition order • a list of equipment and supplies

requested by a teacher or school official for use

in a classroom or school building

346 reserve, depreciation

research, historical: the type of lesearch that
has as its ohicf ptupose the ascoitammg of

facts that fit into a significant time sequence
and the lelationships among these facts, usually
concerned in a broad way with some delimited
subject, delineating many aspects of the subject
as each throws light on other aspects or on the
general stoiy; normally concerned with causes,

but these may have to be imputed. (The teim
implies that a story will be reconstructed fiom

discovoied and evaluated as to authenticity
andaccuiaoy)







retrogression

resume : rilVa mil'; a synopsis of the events or

retailing: (1) the conducting of a business that

sells m small quantities to the ultimate con-

sumer, (2) a subject offered both in secondary

school and in college that deals with the organis-

ing and conducting of a retail business

retail selling: (X) the selling of meiohandise in

small quantities to the ultimate consumer, (2)

a subject taught both in secondary school and
m college that deals with the principles of

salesmanship applied Lo the ivoik of salespeople

in retail stores,

retail training : see training, retail,

retardation : (1) progress in school at less than the

normal rate of a giado oi class per year or a

tional activities by reason of age or of length of

retirement allowance: money paid to teaoheis,

supervisors, and adinmistiative officers who hove
been removed, usually because of age, tiom

retirement board, teacher: a committee of

persons who assume responsibility foi the
effective carrying out of the laws or regulations
governing teacher retirement funds,

retirement fund: see fund, retirement,

retirement system: a plan by whioh persons,
either because of disability oi because of age,
or having tendered a specified number of years
of service as required by law, iue obliged oi

permitted to leave their positions of employ-







round table 352 rushing

round table : a discussion in a group small enough
for all to participate and in which all present

are on a basis of equality, a member of the group

I run-together sentence : syn. sentence, run-on.

rural adult education: see adult education, rural,

hlld, rural.

: the people in



; loosely applied t

lore properly c



salary schedule, position-type 354 Sargent jump

salary schedule, position-type: ayn. *aalary I in such a manner that every individual in the

schedule, position population haB an equal and independent chance

. . of being included in the sample, a sample
salary schedule, preparation-automatic • a salaiy

aelectcd in a purely chance mannei from the







schedule, daily

schedule, dally: ayn. program, dally,

schedule, data-gathering: a form or outline

used as a guide in gathering data; for example,

(a) a punted form such as a cheek list or rating

his obseivations, (6) a blank, such as a question-

naire, rating soale, etc., used by the research

workei to elicit recorded information, opinions,

long-continued systematic study, especially

in n university, has gained competent mastery
of one or more of the highly-organized academic
studies, more narrowly, one who has acquired
detailed knowledge, skill in investigation, and
powers of critical analysis in a special field,

(4) a literate person, specifically, one who can
read and wnte.



school 368 school for the mentally superior

school: (1) an organized gioup of pupils pursuing

defined studies at defined levels and receiving

instruction from ono oi more teachers, fre-

quently with the addition of other employees

and officers, such as a piincipal, vauous supei-

vl&ors of instruction, and a staff of maintenance

workers ; usually housed in a single building oi

group of buildings, (2) a division of the school

organization under the direction of a piincipal

oi head teacher (to be distinguished from the

srkool building, which may house more than

one school); (3) a major subdivision of a um-
veisity, offciing a ouniculum to wluch admission

can bo had usually only after some study in a

college of arts and sciences and which leads to a

school-bus patrol: a group of pupils organized
into a monitorial system foi the purpose of
supervising and diieetmg the conduct of pupils
while being tiansportod to and from school,

school-bus stop: a designated place along a loute
wheie one oi more pupils get on or off the school

school camp : see camp, school,

school census : see census, school

school center; the location of one oi more schools,
whether elementary or secondary, oi both,

school child : see child, school.



high intelligence, presumably permitting n
|

looal school-entrance requirements; i

e organization of methods I tho ninsery, kindergarten, a



science, experimental

laphical area under the jurisdiction
iship board of education, sometimes
boundary and size, but generally a



science, general

developed by purely theoretical oi

science, general: as a school subject, the orienta-

tion course in physical and biological science

commonly offered in the junior high-sohool

sciences, humanistic : physical and sod
in which the teaching of systematic
humanised by attention to its

growth and regional applications.

scientific attitude : see attitude, scientifie.







Scouts, Girl secondary group



secondary mathematics 365 selection, proportional

secondary mathematics : see mathematics, sec-

secondary school . ayn. high school.

[

security: the feeling of personal worth, self-

|

assurance, confidence, and acceptance by the
group, developed in the child through giving
him ample lecogmtlon, by paying attention to





semester hour 367 senior undergraduate school

Hso or Has) of the total oontent of a 4-year I seminary : a sohool of secondary or higher grade

program leading to the bachelor’s degree. I usually designed to serve n particulai lather

|

than a general purpose; for example, female







shading

garded as being payr.honeural elements or

determiners of special, specific abilities (such

as tap dancing or high jumping) and alleged to

vary in the same individual according to the

special abilities in question, as distinguished fiom

the B-, or general, factor, which is regaided as

being fundamental and common, to allcoirelated

abilities in the same individual. See g-factor;

two-factor theory.

shading : the thickening of a shorthand character

representing a surd to make it repiesent the

corresponding sonant, for example, m Pitman
shoithand the character for t is shaded to

represent the sound of d

furniture and fixtures and to the preparation
of materials foi the repair of buildings,

shop, unit a room or space designed and equipped
to provide study and experiences witlnn a
narrow range of closely related activities aud/or
materials

shop mathematics : see mathematics, shop,

shortage of teachers: a situation m which the
available supply of trained and legally licensed

teacheis is less than the nurnboi of vacancies

short-answer test see test, short-answer,

short course : see course, short.



sibilant 371

sibilant : a consonant characterized by a hissing

sound. (The English sibilants are a, e, ah, and
ah.)

sibling: (1) one of the several offspring of the

same two parents, hut not a membra of such
mulliplo-buth gioups as twins 01 triplets; (2)

a biother or sistm, biologically defined,

sibling rivalry • see rivalry, sibling,

sibslup- the l elationship obtaining between

sick leave: a grant of legitimate absence from

simplification

sign: one of a senes of highly conventionalized
gestures symbolizing words, phrases, or ideas
used as a substitute foi speech in communication
with or among the deaf. See sign language,

significance ratio: syn. ratio, critical,

significant digit : ayn. significant figure,

significant figure . a figure, or digit, that denotes
a certain magnitude; in the number 304, for
example, 3, 0 and 4 'are all significant, whereas
in 340 and .034, only 3 and 4 are significant while
the 0 is not significant since it solves only to



sixteenth sectionsimplified spelling 372

simplified spelling : sec spelling, simplified. single variable, law of : the rule of experimentation

that, if the ticatments applied to equivalent
simultaneous method a system of teaching, fust groups or individuals differ in only one respect,

introduced by Comenius in. the seventeenth any lesultmg diffeienccs m effects may be
century, by which a group of pupils could be as0nbed to the single lespect in which the
taught at the same timo; was developed frnthci ticatments diffei; or the corollaiy that, if

a half century later by the Brotheis of the jdcnfcioal treatments are applied to groups that
Christian Schools, and finally popularized and dlffer in only ono IQBpQ(ili diffeienccs in effects

made a permanent school piaetice by Pestalozzi may be aaCnbcd to the one lespect jn which the

Sine correction: sl'na; (£ or S.C.) without con ec-

tion; said of vision without glasses. Contr . w. single-word sentence: aee sentence, single-word.







social adjustment





social settlement







for compensation by



spasm pattern 381 specialization, subject

spasm pattern : ayn. stuttering pattern. , special-ability test : see test, special-ability,

spastic- one afflicted with spasticity. special aptitude : see aptitude, special,

spasticity: (1) a cential nervous disorder charac- special assessment: a oompulsoiy levy made by a

tensed by muscular mcooidmation often local government against certain properties to

manifested by a dragging gait with the toes defray pait or all of the cost of a specific un-
turned mwaid, awhwf—’ — - -* “ ’ - J ' — — “ “ ’ J *- 1



specialized education • 382 speech center

stresses orientation in many areas of human I trolled by specific habits, as contrasted with

experience as a general background for teaching the doctune that behavior can be described in

and as a broad base for specialization ) I teims of geneial traits, such as honesty or

specialized education : (1) education of the type
c sness.

a, specific.











standard ratio 387 state department of education

standard ratio : eyn. standard difference,

standard regression coefficient: iyn coefficient,

beta regression.

standards, building: accepted statements indicat-
ing what is desirable or ideal in a building serving
a particular purpose; formulated to apply to
various featuies of buildings, and intended to

board) such as a committee on finance or build-
ings, usually appointed for a definite period of

starter: a sound, word, phrase, or gesture used
by a stutterer in an apparent attempt to
initiate speech, as in “I soe the uh-boy." See
postponement



i normal colleg





still stress

still : syn. still picture.

still picture : a photograph taken by means of an
ordmaiy camera, as differentiated fiom a
motion piotuie. Syn. still,

stimulation: the process by means of which a
receptor, or sense organ, is exoited to its ehaiao-

teristic aotivity, which occasions neuial impulses

stimulation method : syn, stimulus method,

stimulogenous zone : syn refierogenous zone,

stimulus: anything to which a sense oigan is

sensitive and which is capable of causing

excitation of the sense organ; may bo external

to the organism, as in the case of light rays

impinging upon the eye, or internal, as in the

oase of pressuie of urine in the bladder.

I stimulus words: lists of words containing a
given speech sound, used by the speooh correc-
tiomst in remedial speech instruction by the
stimulus method. See stimulus method.

stoic : an adherent of the philosophy of stoicism,

originally (cap ), the designation of one of a
group of Greek philosopheis who not only
repressed all feelings of pain or pleasure but
condemned such feelings in otheis. See
philosophy, Stoic.

stoicism: (1) sec philosophy, Stoic; (2) the prin-
ciple or praotioe of showing indiffeience to pain
or pleasure

stoicism, scientific- tho application of stoicism
to scientific activities; the refusal to permit
emotion of any land to influence the process or
product of scientific aotivity of any kind.











study-type reading 395 subject, common-school

the degree of mastery achieved. Contr. to

test-study method.

study-type reading: sun reading, work-type,

study unit: see unit, study,

stuttering: speech chaiacterized by anxious
expectation of difficulty in emitting sounds or
words, by reactions of unusual strain or tension,

and by one or more of the following: repetition

or prolongation of speech elements (sounds,
syllables, words, or phrases), interjection of

superfluous speech elements, silent intervals;

sometimes used incorrectly to indicate the free.

expectancy are difficult to distinguish from
stuttering, and some authorities believe that the
reactions themselves are what constitute the
stuttering.)

stuttering pattern: (1) the sequence of or ordered
relations among the activities involvod in a
particular occurrence of stuttering; (2) any
manner of stuttering prescribed for speech-
correotion purposes m order to eliminate certain
stuttering symptoms by means of substitute
reactions and to objectify the stutterer's
attitude toward his speech difficulty.



subject, content subjectivism

subject, content: a school subject in which the

acquisition of information 01 knowledge is the

chief aim, foi example, history, geography,

science, and ciaics, Contr. w subject, stall,

subject, core: (1) a central subject (such as

reading) that, because of its fundamental 01

j

subject, required : syn. constant n (S).

subject, skill: a school subject m which the
!

acquisition of special skills is the chief ami,
I auch as reading, penmanship, and aiithmotio.

Contr, w. subject, content.





substitution test superego



superimposed high-school 399 supervised farming

and motives, Causing effective censoring of and executive head of the central educational
instinctive impulses often accompanied by authority of the state of West Virginia,

mental distress, a sort of conscience.
superintendent of public education m 1942, the

superimposed high-school district: see high- designation of the chief state school officer

school district, superimposed. and exeoutive head ef the central edueational

superintendency, parish : the county superin-
authority of the state of Louisiana,

tendency in Louisiana, where the county as superintendent of public instruction, in 1942, the







supervisory program 402 surplus-revenue deposit

supervisory program: see program, supervisory,

supervisory training : see training, supervisory,

supervisory visits : attendance by a supervisory

officer m a professional capacity at class sessions,

individual conferences, or teachers’ meetings

or on inspectorial visits to school grounds,

buildings, or activities,

supervisory visits, invitational: attendance, upon
request, by a supervisory officer in a professional

capacity at class sessions or teaohers' meetings

support, financial : money or money’s worth
provided for the operation, maintenance, and
development of a school or other activity,

•support, local: the financial pioviaion for a school
system supplied by a local administrative unit
such as a school district,

support, public: financial provision supplied by
public funds, by a community at largo, or by
general taxation.

support, school : the financial provision supplied











tabulate: to arrange and group data in order,
|
take-away-catty method: syn. equal-additions

for purposes of condensation or interpietation. I method.











412 technical schoolteaching, objective

York, in 1861; based on the use and Btudy of

real objects, rather than textbooks, and charac-

terized by oral instruction, careful planning of

lessons, and the stimulation of observation and
mquny on the part of pupils,

teaching, objective: (1) teaching in which the

the materials of instruction, and the total

learning situation; (2) a standaid pioceduie
in the presentation of insti uctional mateiial
and the content of activities, for example, the
Herbarium method, the Morrison method, etc,

Syn, instructional method.



technique 413 term

technique: (1) a prooess, manipulation, or I temper tantrum: a pronounced outburst of anger
pioceduie required in any art, study, activity, | evoked when the young child is thwarted,
or production; (2) (mus ed ) the ability to I particularly m social situations, sometimes



term, school 414 test, articulation

I test, alertness : a proposed but rarely used sub-
I statute for the term intelligence test.

I test, alternate-reseonse : an obieetive test, of

%. See school term; school



test, controlled-association









test, performance 419 test, reading-readiness

strings that form crisscross patterns, the subject
being able to gain, tho desired object only by
selecting the string to which it is fastened; used
with primates and young children,

test, performance: (1) commonly used to des-
ignate a test m which the subject responds by
overt action (such as fitting pegs into a pogboard
or tracing a maze), rather than by making a
verbal or written response; (2) broadly, any

speech defectives may be classified and so
“placed” in appropnate groups for retraining,

test, plan-of-search : see test, hall-and-fleld.

test, power: any test the content of which is

arranged in order of increasing difficulty,

intended to measure the level of maximum
ability or achievement of the testee. Rough
sun scaled test.



test, rearrangement 420 test, social

discrimination, and motor coordination); (2)

a test designed to deteinune whether pupils

aio ready for a given type of reading experience,

test, rearrangement: a form of objective test in

which each item consists of several disarranged

parts, which the subject, ib required to rearrange

so as to form a correct and meaningful sequence,

test, reasoning: (1) a test of intelligence in which

See test, aptitude; test, prognostic; dist }
test, mental, contr. w. test, mechanical-aptitude,

test, scientific: a test so constructed that it is

adequate as an instrument for research, that is,

one that is valid for the purpose for which it is

to be used, yields objective data, is reliable, and
can be administered, scored, and interpreted
under standard conditions.



test, sound-discrimination test, visual-acuity

test, sound-discrimination : a method ol measur-
j

mg ability to peiceive differences between]
phonetic units or speech sounds, as usually

administered, pairs of syllables or words are

given, and the subject is asked to determine

I and the subject asked to replace the digits in a
long senes by their equivalent letters; a type of

substitution test or code test

test, teacher-aptitude: a measuring instrument
intended to determine a person’s potential







therapeutics 424 thinking, scientific

therapeutics: the body of knowledge pertaining thinking, autistic: ft'tis'tik; (1) daydreaming or
to the treatment of disease, including the fantasy that selves to gratify wishes or desires
administration of medicines and the employment not attained in the real world (poetry, wit
of physical or mental correctives. dieams, musio may represent normal forma •

pathological forms occur m schizophrenia and’
therapy, attitude: that part of psychotherapy, paranoid states): (2) a tendency to



thinking, selective 425 time schedule

unsupported dicta of authorities, together with a

distasteful, that follow of necessity from facts;

(2) reasoning from systematic observation to
generalizations, which are verified wherever
possible by experiment or further observation,

thinking, selective: thinking which is delimited

three-three junior-senior high school; see high
school, three-three junior-senior,

three-three plan: see six-three-three plan,

three-track plan: a method of elementary-school
organization that involves the classification of
pupils into three groups, superior

,
average, and



total enrollmenttime schedule, flexible 426





traditional arithmetic 428 training, observer

through generations, though not found m the

Scriptures.

traditional arithmetic . see arithmetic, traditional,

traditional curriculum : see curriculum, traditional

by the youth of ancient Athens and comprising
the following stages: (a) 1 year in garrison at
Athens, (b) transfer to a frontier fortress, after
successfully passing a public examination in the
use of aims; (c) granting of citizenship after a
citizenship examination.



training, orthoptic 429 transcendental

training, orthoptic : 5r thop'tik; (1) exeroiae of the I training college: syn. training school (1).
muscles of the eye for the development of eye | . ,, ... ....





transitional school 431 trial-and-error learning



trial promotion : ayn. promotion, probationary,

trial response : see response, trial,

triangle test: see test, triangle,

tribadism: tub'S'diz’m, ayn. Lesbianism,

trichopathophobla : i.rik'o-path 5 id'hi-o, anxiety

about the presence or absenoe of hair on the face,

trichotomy: trMcot'o'mi; a division of a dis-

tribution, vauable, or other unit into three

trigonometry: the mathematical study of the

relations between the Bides and anglos of

(Probably a habitual truant cannot be defined

considered psychologically

)

truant officer : synonymous with attendance officei

in some school systems. (In genet al, the term
implies less training than is usually demanded
of an attendanoe officer and is rapidly becoming
obsolete.)

true: (stat.) referring to a uni

to a samplo. (Thus, true meai
true difference, etc., are the ’

appearing in a sample.)

erse rather than
. true correlation,



tutorial plan

truth: (1) the correspondence of a thought or

judgment with reality, with an. actual occurrence,

or with natural processes; (2) the correspondence

of a thought or idea with its own implications,

(3) a state of colicronoo and correspondence of all

the paits or subtrutha of an idea, thought, or

judgment, not only with themselves, but also

with the whole and with experience; (4) (pragma-

tism) that which functions successfully as a

pragmatic guide for action or procedure.

operating expense of an institution by the
number of students,

tuition academy : see academy, tuition,

tuition based on financial ability: a term often

nsed to justify tuition fees lower than the regular

rate butm keeping with the income of the payer.

See tuition, pro-rata,

tuition fee: see fee.



tutorial-preceptorial plan typology

guidance through the assignment of students to

individual instructors, whose responsibility

it is to develop effective study habits in the

grades, often used as a synonym for two-

1

school.

two-way table : syn. table, double-entry.











unlearned behavior

unit ventilator: see ventilator, unit,

universal education : any system of eduoation that
extends its opportunities to all youths regardless

university, pontifical: a Roman Catholic institu-

tion of higher learning whose constitutions are
formally approved by the Pope and whose
specifically ecclesiastical faculties (namely,
theology, canon law, and philosophy) are





utilization during periods used 441 uvula

places of work) used for all class periods to the

total numbei provided for all class periods of all

days of a week. See utilization, measures of.

utilization during periods used : the ratio of the

number of students occupying a given unit of

for all class periods of all days of a week to the
total number of seats in. classrooms (or capacity
units expressed in terms of square feet or of cubic
feet in classrooms) for all class periods of all

days of a week. See capacity of classroom; utili-









ventilation, unit-system 445 vision, color

ventilation, unit-system : a system for circulating

and heating air, in which separate ventilators

are used for each loom, each operated inde-

pendently. See ventilator, unit.

ventilation, window

vertical cooperation: agreeable, heipiul rela-
tionships beyond those actually required among
persons of different rank in industry,

vertical growth: see growth, vertical.
ventilation





visual-education service 447 vocabulary, potential







the acceptance by
ublio school as the
education.)

relative









written recall









EDUCATION IN CANADA

academic (A) certificate, interim: (B.C.) a I council of an urban municipality having a high
certificate granted to the holder of a degree in I school district not extending beyond the borders



consolidated school



continuation school 460 faculty of education

tam and administer a consolidated school; makes
possible the offering of better school conditions

and a broader currioulum than would be possible

wero the individual sections to maintain each

its own school, common in rural districts, the

pupils frequently being tiansported to and from

Continuation school: (Ont. and Man.) a school

with one teacher devoting full time to mstrue-

prcsided over hy the Council of Publio Instiuo-
tion. See council of public Instruction.

diploma, junior high-school: am. certificate,

middle-school.

diploma, permanent elementary: see elementary
diploma, permanent.

diploma, permanent Intermediate : see Intermedi-





honour student provincial superintendent

honour student : see student, honour.

Intermediate certificate: syn. certificate, lower-

intermediate certificate, interim: (Que.) a
teaching license lor beginning teachers in mter-

upon tile completion of 1 year of successful

study to students entering with the grade XIX
certificate (senior high-sohool leaving certifi-

cate) See intermediate dloloma. permanent.

1 year’s advanced standing, after having com-
pleted grade XIII of the secondary school or
the equivalent thereof, according to the prov-
ince; the usually accepted entrance to courses
leading to the honour degree in arts as well as
to certain courses in science; (2) loosely used as a
synonym for graduation from grade XIII or
its equivalent; known as senior matriculation
in some provinces, known in Saskatchewan as
matriculation.







EDUCATION IN ENGLAND



certificate, first school 466 consolidated school

employment will be " beneficial” to the child;

exempts the child from school attendance and
renders his employment legal; (2) a certificate

given to a pupil under 15, giving him permission

to enter employment within 21 days of the date

of issuance; remains valid only so long as the

child is employed by the same employer.

and the colleges at Oxford and Cambridge at
the higher level.

college, agricultural: a college controlled and
financially aided by tho Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries, maintained as a center of research
m agriculture, and offering relatively short,
highly practical courses in agricultural education





department, junior art



first school certificate Home Office school





municipal borough council pupil-teacher

municipal borough council : see local council,

municipal university: see university, municipal,

nonprovided school : a pubho elementary school
]

built and kept structurally m repair by a

voluntary, or private, body (that is, not by the

I directs the policies of the board, subject to the
sanction of the Minister of Education, and
exercises general supervisory and advisory
functions in relation to the work of the board

postprimary education: the education offered
I

in senior schools and cential schools and m the





trade school 473 Young Farmers’ Club

supplemented by the study of the principles

underlying various areas of work such as com-
merce, domestic science, engineering, and art.

trade school : a school for adolescents and adults,

giving preparation for specific occupations

requiring manual or mechanical skill, such as

dressmaking, millinery, phonography, or silver-

smithing; may or may not charge tuition fees.

municipality, and intended principally to
fulfill local needs for higher academic and
technical education. Svn local university;
provincial university.

university college • see college, university,

university entrance examination: see examina-
tion, university entrance.





certificat d’dtudes primaires 475 dispense d’age

(lit,, ‘'ceitificate of diligence’*) a certificate] governing the soliools of a ward or section of a
of attendance for a university course pursued I town,
without academic credit. I

commune: ko-myn': n. fern,: vl. communes (final









EDUCATION IN GERMANY

nasalized; eN = e in la, .nasalized; 8N = a in forward, nasalized; uN - u in mug, nasalized; KM
-chi!} Ipclif $ — u ixiforty = French a, German tl

470



Bund deutscher Madel 480 Gymnasium

polled by taxation and by contributions from
industry, to which pupils are admitted upon
completion of the Yolkaechule at the age of 14

for a 3-year part-time course of 4 to 12 hours

weekly; the curriculum, stressing theoretical

occupational knowledge, supplements practical

knowledge gained by the Btudents in their pait-

time employment; attendance compulsory
for those not otherwise leceiving formal instruc-

tion. (Prior to 1037, the rural Berufaachule

had a 3-year couise of training, largely held

dmmg the winter months; since 1937, the couise

has been reduced to 2 years and offers 4 hours

winter } Diat f. Fachschule.

Bund deutscher Madel* bdont doi'cher m&'dol;

common national school system organized on
the basis of psychological function and attention
to individual differences, but without ovei-
lappmg of function and speoial provisions for

the privileged. See dcole unique (section on
Prance).

Fachschule : fltKH'shoo la; n. fern ; pi. -schulen
(lit., “trade school”) (1) the geneiic term

I

foi any specialized professional school; (2)

the generic term for a type of full-time trade
school, whether public or private, foi the tiaining
of workers to fill highei technical and industual
positions, tuition fees charged, and attendance
voluntaiy, students must have completed the
Yolksachule or Millelachule or an equivalent
amount of prehminaiy schooling.



SI Lehrerbildungsanstalt

or hostel for youths of both sexes, whore lodgings









EDUCATION IN ITALY

abilitazione all’insegnamento nelle scuolc medie:
|

the school year for the public elementary and
H’bS 16 tfi. ts’yo'na &i lSn sftm'yH man'tS n&l'la

|
aecondary echools; generally begins on Septem-





facoltk di farmaciacorso professionale del Partito 487

Education and industrial coiporations, provided I esame di ammissione: 5 zS'mfl do Sm mes's’yo'na,
for m the School Chatter (.Carla della scuola) n mass , pl, esami . ;

-me (lit, ‘‘admission
of 1939 as one of the ordtm spectali. Seel examination ") the generic term for an examma-
orduu speciali.

|
tion required of all students for admission from







istituto per periti industrial! istruzione elementare





Mimstro della istruzione pubblica 492 Pptronato scolastico





scuola del lavoro 494 scuola tecnica

the school hours being planned to suit the

exigencies of agricultural wort,

scuola del lavoro: skwo'IS, dal lit-vo’ro; n. fan.;

pi. scuole , . . ; -la (lit., “school of work”)

a type of free, compulsory school, for children

from 9 to 11 years old, authorized in 1939 by
the School Charter (Carla della ecuala) and

3-year course, compulsory for students who
wish to go to the higher schools and universities;

curriculum stresses the elements of humanistic
culture, with emphasis on Latin; coeducational
at present, but separate schools for boys and
for girls are to be established. See Carta della
scuola; scuola artigiana; scuola professionals.




